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MINUTES
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources
Committee
Meeting No. 61 held on Wednesday 15 June 2016 at 9.05am
Room 5.04a, Level 5, Parliamentary Annexe (Estimates)
I

Members
present

Mr Jim Pearce MP, Chair
Dr Mark Robinson MP, Deputy Chair
Mr Michael Hart MP
Mrs Brittany Lauga MP
Mr Craig Crawford MP

In attendance

Dr Jacqueline Dewar, Research Director
Ms Mary Westcott, Principal Research Officer

Apologies

Mr Shane Knuth MP

Members
Information
Manual

The committee noted the circulation of the Members Information Manual to
members.

Standing
Orders

The committee noted SO 182(1) and SO 182(2).

Appropriation
Bill 2016

Background information
The committee noted the following background information circulated to
members:
•

departmental organisation charts

•

administrative arrangements

•

list of relevant statutory authorities.

Hearing and reporting dates for each portfolio committee
The committee noted the hearing and reporting dates for all portfolio
committees.
The committee noted that the committee’s proposed site visit to Greater
Springfield is on the same day as the Estimates hearing for the Legal Affairs and
Community Safety Committee.
Inquiry timetable
On the motion of Dr Robinson, seconded by Mr Hart, the committee resolved to
adopt the draft inquiry timetable, as amended.

TIME/DATE

DETAILS

5.00pm Monday 4 July

Committee members’ questions on notice
to be provided to the Research Director

5.00pm Tuesday 5 July

Committee’s questions to be sent to
Ministers [SO 182(1) & 182(2)]

10.00am Tuesday 19 July

Pre-hearing answers to questions on notice to
be provided by Ministers [SO 182(3)]

8.30am Wednesday 20 July

Pre-hearing meeting

9.00am Wednesday 20 July

Public Hearing

12.00pm Friday 22 July

Answers to questions taken on notice to be
provided to the committee [SO 183(3)(b)]

Monday 1 August

Draft Report provided to Chair

Wednesday 3 August

Chair’s Draft Report circulated to members

9.00am Tuesday 9 August

Committee meeting (via teleconference) to
consider Draft Report

10.00am Thursday 11 August
Friday 12 August
(date set by the House)

Statements of reservation/dissenting
reports to be provided to the Research
Director [SO 187(3)]
Tabling of report and volume of additional
information
[SO 189]

Public hearing timetable
On the motion of Mr Crawford, seconded by Dr Robinson, the committee
resolved to adopt the draft hearing timetable.
Area of
Responsibility
Infrastructure, Local
Government and
Planning and Trade
and Investment

Details
Deputy Premier, Minister for
Infrastructure, Local Government
and Planning and Minister for
Trade and Investment

Break

Time

9:00am – 11:00am

11:00am – 11:30am

Infrastructure, Local
Government and
Planning and Trade
and Investment

Deputy Premier, Minister for
Infrastructure, Local Government
and Planning and Minister for
Trade and Investment

Lunch

11:30am – 1:30pm

1:30pm – 2:30pm

State Development
and Natural
Resources and Mines

Minister for State Development
and
Minister for Natural Resources
and Mines

Break

2:30pm – 4:00pm

4:00pm – 4:30pm

State Development
and Natural
Resources and Mines

Minister for State Development
and
Minister for Natural Resources
and Mines

Break

4:30pm – 6:30pm

6:30pm – 7:15pm

Housing and Public
Works

Minister for Housing and Public
Works

7:15pm – 8:45pm

Attendance
of noncommittee
members

On the motion of Mr Hart, seconded by Mr Crawford, the committee resolved to
grant leave to non-committee members to attend the hearing and ask questions.

Ministers’ use
of ancillary
materials

On the motion of Mrs Lauga, seconded by Dr Robinson, the committee resolved:
•

to not allow Ministers to use ancillary materials or props during the
hearing

•

that Ministers provide the committee with any supplementary material
in written form.

•

Ministers’
opening
statements

On the motion of Mrs Lauga, seconded by Dr Robinson, the committee resolved
to allow each Minister to make one opening statement of no more than five
minutes at the beginning of the Minister’s examination.

Other
business

Nil.

Next meeting

Wednesday 15 June

Adjournment

The Chair adjourned the private meeting at 9.24am.

Confirmed on 20th day of July 2016

Jim Pearce MP
Chair

MINUTES
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources
Committee
Meeting No. 65 held on Wednesday 20 July 2016 at 8.38am
Room A35, Parliament House (Estimates)
I

Members
present

Mr Jim Pearce MP, Chair
Dr Mark Robinson MP, Deputy Chair
Mr Craig Crawford MP
Mr Michael Hart MP
Mr Shane Knuth MP
Mrs Brittany Lauga MP

In attendance

Dr Jacqueline Dewar, Research Director
Ms Margaret Telford, Principal Research Officer
Ms Mary Westcott, Principal Research Officer

Apologies

Nil

Minutes

On the motion of Dr Robinson, seconded by Mrs Lauga, the committee resolved
that the minutes of the Estimates meeting on 15 June 2016 be confirmed.

Appropriation
Bill 2016

Visiting members
The committee noted correspondence in which the following members sought
leave pursuant to SO181(e) to ask questions at the committee’s hearing:
•

Mr Tim Nicholls MP

•

Ms Deb Frecklington MP

•

Mr Jeff Seeney MP

•

Mr Andrew Cripps MP

•

Mr Stephen Bennett MP

•

Mr Andrew Powell MP

•

Mr Ian Walker MP

•

Ms Jo-Anne Miller MP

•

Mr Rob Pyne MP

Flying minute emailed on 7 July 2016
The committee resolved to confirm the result of the vote outside a committee

meeting concerning the authorisation of the provision of late Estimate QoNs
from government members to the Minister for Housing and Public Works, the
Hon Michael de Brenni.
Publication of answers to questions on notice
The committee noted that the answers to questions on notice are deemed to be
authorised for publication unless the committee resolves otherwise.
Public hearing procedure
The committee noted:
•

Members may ask the Minister, Director-General or Schedule 7 Chief
Executive Officers direct questions [SO 181(d)]

•

Witnesses (including the Minister) and visiting members may only table
documents with leave of the committee. The document should be
examined before leave is granted. Tabled documents are deemed
authorised for publication unless the committee resolves otherwise.

•

Questions can only be taken on notice by the Minister. If members have
asked a question that is taken on notice please write the question on the
form issued by the secretariat.

•

Visiting members do not constitute quorum. Quorum must be
maintained at all times.

Background information
The committee noted that background information, such as organisational
charts, had been provided.
Tabling
The committee agreed that documents proposed to be tabled would be shown
to Mr Pearce and Dr Robinson before being accepted.
Questions
The committee agreed to break up the hearing into blocks of 20 minutes for
government and non-government questions.
Answers
The committee agreed that there would be no time limit on answers.
Other
business

Nil.

Next meeting

Tuesday 9 August 2016, 9.00am.

Adjournment

The Chair adjourned the private meeting at 8.55am.

Confirmed on 9th day of August 2016

Jim Pearce MP
Chair

MINUTES
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources
Committee
Meeting No. 68 held on Tuesday 9 August 2016 at 9.03am
via teleconference (Estimates)
I

Members
present

Mr Jim Pearce MP, Chair
Dr Mark Robinson MP, Deputy Chair
Mr Craig Crawford MP
Mr Michael Hart MP (until 9.10am)
Mr Shane Knuth MP
Mrs Brittany Lauga MP

In attendance

Dr Jacqueline Dewar, Research Director
Ms Mary Westcott, Principal Research Officer

Apologies

Nil

Minutes

On the motion of Dr Robinson, seconded by Mr Crawford, the committee
resolved that the minutes of the Estimates meeting on 20 July 2016 be
confirmed.

Appropriation
Bill 2016

Publication of Hansard transcript
The committee accepted the proposed transcript changes.
On the motion of Mrs Lauga, seconded by Mr Hart, the committee resolved to
authorise the publication of the final Hansard transcript, as amended, of the
public hearing held on 20 July 2016.
Draft report
The Chair advised that the committee is required to table its report by 12 August
2016. Discussion ensued.
The Chair moved that the committee agree to recommendation 1 - that the
proposed expenditures, as detailed in the Appropriation Bill 2016 for the
committee’s areas of responsibility, be agreed to by the Legislative Assembly
without amendment.
Ayes 5:
Mr Pearce, Mr Hart, Mr Crawford, Mrs Lauga, Mr Knuth
Noes 1:
Dr Robinson

The question was resolved in the affirmative.
On the motion of Mrs Lauga, seconded by Mr Crawford, the committee resolved
to:
•

endorse the draft report as a report of the committee and that the
report be tabled

•

authorise the Research Director to make edits to the report to enhance
clarity or rectify typographical errors, if necessary

•

provide the Research Director with Statements of Reservation or
Dissenting Reports by 10.00am on 11 August 2016.

Volume of additional material
On the motion of Mrs Lauga, seconded by Dr Robinson, the committee resolved
to table, with the report, a volume of additional information containing:
•

minutes of meetings

•

correspondence

•

questions taken on notice

•

pre-hearing questions on notice and answers

•

answers to questions taken on notice at the hearing, and

•

documents tabled at the hearing.

Minutes of final meeting
On the motion of Dr Robinson, seconded by Mr Crawford, the committee
authorised the Chair and Deputy Chair to confirm the minutes of the committee’s
final Estimates meeting to facilitate inclusion in the committee’s volume of
additional information to be tabled.
Other
business

Nil.

Next meeting

Tuesday 9 August 2016, 9.15am.

Adjournment

The Chair adjourned the private meeting at 9.13am.

Confirmed on 9th day of August 2016

Jim Pearce MP

Mark Robinson MP

Chair

Deputy Chair

Correspondence relating to attendance of
non-committee members
• Letter from the Leader of the Opposition dated
20 April 2016
• Letter from Jo-Ann Miller MP dated 30 June 2016
• Email from Rob Pyne MP dated 18 July 2016

Office of the Leader of the Opposition

20 April, 2016

Mineral House
Level 7,
41 George Street
PO Box 15057
City East QLD 4002

Mr Jim Pearce
Chair
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources Committee
Parliament House
George Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000

Email: ipnrc@parliament.qld.gov.au
Dear Mr Pearce
Pursuant to Section 181 [e] of the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly I
write to you today to seek leave for the following Non-Government Members of Parliament to
attend the public Estimates hearings of the Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources
Committee, scheduled for 20 July, 2016:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tim Nicholls, Member for Clayfield
Deb Frecklington, Member for Nanango
Jeff Seeney, Member for Callide
Andrew Cripps, Member for Hinchinbrook
Stephen Bennett, Member for Burnett
Andrew Powell, Member for Glass House
Ian Walker, Member for Mansfield

Kind Regards

TIM NICHOLLS MP
Leader of the Opposition

Jo-Ann Miller MP
State M em ber for Bundamba
PO B ox 122 G O O D N A Q 4300
bundam ba@ parliam ent.qld.gov.au
Ph 3288 3737
Fax 3818 1613

C hair M r Jim Pearce M P
Infrastructure, Planning and N atural Resources Com m ittee
ipm~c@ parliam ent.qld. gov.au

Dear Chair,/

I am w riting to seek leave to appear at your E stim ates C om m ittee to ask questions o f the M inisters in
relation to their portfolios.
I understand that the Infrastm cture, Planning and N atural Resources Com m ittee is m eeting on the 20th o f
July.
I w ould be gi'ateful if you could advise your decision as soon as possible please.
B est wishes,

/i
Jo-Ann Miller MP

Jo-Ann gets things done
Fi nd u s o n

Facebook

IsUlifeterOJoAnnMillerMP

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cairns Electorate Office
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources Committee
Estimates hearing on Wednesday.
Monday, 18 July 2016 8:38:55 PM
image006.png

Dear Jacqueline,
Under Standing Order 181(e) I would like to attend the estimates hearing on
Wednesday. I seek leave to have the opportunity to ask a question.
I hope this is in order.
Thank you.
Warm Regards,
Rob Pyne.

Rob Pyne MP – Member for Cairns
@

8

cairns@parliament.qld.gov.au
www.robpyne.com.au

https://www.facebook.com/RobJPyne
T        https://twitter.com/RobJPyne

H
*

)
Ê

46-50 Spence Street, Cairns QLD 4870
PO Box 5241, Cairns QLD 4870
(07) 4229 0110
(07) 4229 0119

Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure,
Local Government and Planning and Minister
for Trade and Investment
• Answers to Questions on Notice
• Answers to Questions taken on Notice at the hearing
• Documents tabled at the hearing

Question on Notice
No. 1
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 9 of the Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning SDS,
can the Deputy Premier detail the following:
a) The breakdown of local contractors and Labour Hire staff used on major
infrastructure projects in North Queensland?
b) Quantify what constitutes as ‘local’ when hiring a person with regards to
responding to a community need or provide increased economic
opportunities?
ANSWER:
In relation to the reference on page 9 regarding the $180 million Significant Regional
Infrastructure Projects Program, this program forms a part of the $2 billion State
Infrastructure Fund.
The Palaszczuk Government’s $2 billion State Infrastructure Fund is designed to
provide an immediate boost to infrastructure projects and aims to enhance
productivity and support job growth in Queensland.
The Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program targets significant
infrastructure projects in key regional centres that support growth and also provide
significant employment opportunities for regional communities or areas of high
unemployment.
This is a newly established program, with funding being allocated as a part of the
2016-17 State Budget process. The Palaszczuk Government looks forward to
supporting local employment through the engagement of contractors to undertake
these projects.
Procurement will be in line with whole-of-government policies managed by the
Department of Housing and Public Works and the Charter for Local Content which
has the core objective of maximising local content.

Question on Notice
No. 2
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –
QUESTION:
With reference to page 7 of the SDS, can the Deputy Premier advise what steps the
Government has taken to ensure that local governments, especially in rural and
regional Queensland, are funded and equipped to deal with pest management and
eradication for example, the Navua Sedge in the Atherton Tablelands?
ANSWER:
The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP)
administers funding and grants for local government projects and community
activities that enable councils to deliver and maintain resilient community
infrastructure and essential services.
As you would be aware, pest management and eradication falls within the portfolio
responsibilities of my Cabinet colleague, the Honourable Leanne Donaldson MP,
Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries.
I understand that Tablelands Regional Council representatives recently met with
Minister Donaldson to seek funding assistance for more research into the potential
impact that Navua Sedge will have on pasture carrying capacity rates and how this
will affect the Tablelands economy and other areas.
Government is committed to building and maintaining strong and cooperative
relationships with local government. On matters such as this, the DILGP’s network of
regional offices work closely with Councils and other agencies to ensure that local
governments in regional Queensland are aware of and have access to all available
assistance.

Question on Notice
No. 3
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –
QUESTION:
With reference to page 5 of the SDS, can the Minister detail the total number of
councillor conduct complaints in FY2015-16, the total cost of administering these
complaints and the percentage of complaints that were determined to be frivolous,
vexatious or lacking in substance?
ANSWER:
In 2015-16 the Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
(DILGP) received 132 complaints.
The total cost of administering the complaints management process in 2015-16 was
$1,038,000.
Of the total number of complaints dealt with by DILGP, 13 percent were determined
to be frivolous, vexatious or lacking in substance. The remaining 87 percent of
complaints were referred to the Crime and Corruption Commission, council CEOs,
other agencies, had no jurisdiction under the Local Government Act 2009, were lapsed
or withdrawn.
On 21 April 2016, I announced an independent review of how complaints about the
conduct of mayors and councillors are managed in Queensland. We have listened to
stakeholders and acknowledge the current system can be improved.
The independent panel is examining and assessing the current system and will provide
recommendations to the government about policy, legislative and operational changes
to improve the system of councillor conduct complaints.

Question on Notice
No. 4
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 11 of the SDS in relation to Better Planning, can the Minister
advise:
(a) What funding and initiatives is the department putting towards the transition to
the new planning system;
(b) What is meant by the term ‘cultural change’; and
(c) What level of engagement is planned with local governments as part of this
process?
ANSWER:
(a) The Palaszczuk Government is strongly committed to delivering on its promises
for reforming Queensland’s planning system. It has not just ensured new
legislation is in place but will ensure that implementation of the system it
establishes is properly funded, and the benefits identified in its Better Planning for
Queensland directions paper are realised.
As part of its 2015-2016 budget, the Palaszczuk Government committed $59.4
million over five years to deliver Australia’s best planning system. This
commitment supports a variety of planning reform initiatives including:
• ensuring the new Planning Act was extensively consulted on and delivered
• the state’s planning interests as expressed in the framework are
comprehensively reviewed and improved
• sufficient staffing is in place across a range of disciplines to support the Better
Planning for Queensland agenda
• a comprehensively improved state development application lodgement and
processing system in MyDAS2 is being invested in; and
• regional and precinct planning projects were properly supported.
Of this substantial budget, my department has allocated $15.84 million over three
years to support the transition to the new planning system and to help councils
offset costs allocated for the following programs:
1. plan making transition - $3.41 million
2. development assessment system transition - $3.83 million
3. statewide training, communication and education - $3.13 million
4. Improvement and Innovation Fund for local government - $5.47 million.
The funding allocated to each of these programs is notional and may be adjusted if
necessary as the work by councils on their schemes and systems advances. The

programs are also being scoped for delivery in partnership with the Local
Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) and the Council of Mayors
South East Queensland (COMSEQ).
(b) A key focus of the Palaszczuk Government is cultural change in the context of
planning reform. Culture refers to the values, attitudes and behaviours with which
the system is delivered – it is the way we do planning. Work my department is
enabling during the transitioning process to deliver the new system, is aimed at
identifying improvements through examining current practices, behaviours and
approaches. This aspect of reform will ensure the new planning system can be
supported by changes in practice that will mean it operates in different and better
ways and produces more effective outcomes.
The new multi-million dollar Improvement and Innovation Fund for local
government is an important commitment to achieving effective implementation
and Australia’s best planning system. Local government may wish to seek support
from the fund for ideas that offer improvements or innovations in planning
arrangements and development systems like, for example, offering their
community a more intuitive on-line lodgement interface or planning information
platform, or to undertake redesign of elements of their schemes such as codes or
ensuring the scheme’s policy clearly flows from its strategic to more operational
components, or to explore contemporary community engagement tools.
(c) We have listened to the calls from councils that they have a meaningful period of
time to understand the new framework and to and adjust and adapt their schemes
and systems.
My department will be spending the next 12 months, before the new legislation
commences, working very closely with councils to transition to the new planning
framework.
A key principle of the Palaszczuk Government’s approach for transition is to
provide a fit-for-purpose strategy to each council in accordance with their needs
and circumstances.
I have secured the budget and expert support to go further than simply aligning
schemes and systems with the provisions of the Planning Act 2016. This budget
will be directed to an improvement and innovation fund for local governments to
enable them to undertake improvements to their planning schemes and related
processes. The expert support will be provided, for example, by making subject
matter experts available across each region, by providing tools to assess risk, by
supplying templates for the new elements of the system (such as negotiated
scheme making processes) and by enabling shared learnings across councils.
A partnership agreement is being established with the LGAQ and COMSEQ to
involve them in projects that will support councils and reduce the financial burden
of change.

Indigenous local governments have unique needs and I have ensured that the state
will provide direct assistance to enable their recently-prepared planning schemes
to operate effectively upon commencement of the Planning Act.
Also recognising this statewide diversity, the transition process will be managed
through my department’s regional network, providing an ongoing statewide,
informed, accessible and supported approach with regular updating and
monitoring of transition activities. I am pleased to advise that regional workshops
have already commenced with councils and are an important first step for the
councils in delivering Better Planning for Queensland.

Question on Notice
No. 5
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 18 of Capital Statement Budget Paper 3 and the $2 billion
underspend of the capital program, can the Minister provide a full list of the capital
projects that were underspent in 2015-16 and the individual amount of each
underspend?
ANSWER:
As has been the case in recent years with Government capital programs, a mix of
revisions has occurred to the delivery timing and accounting treatment of some
projects. I note that the LNP’s 2013-14 Budget recorded an underspend of
$2.2 billion. In the past five years, the average variance between the budgeted capital
program and the estimated actual has been about $1.8 billion.
It is important to note that the variance is not simply an underspend. Factors that
contributed to the variance are detailed on page 18 of Budget Paper 3, including for
example, lower than forecast capital requirements for the state’s energy businesses,
reprofiling of grants, equity to output swaps, revisions to natural disaster expenditure
and a change to the procurement model for the Toowoomba Second Range Crossing.
To help ensure that actual expenditure matches budgeted expenditure as closely as
possible, the Government has established an Infrastructure Cabinet Committee (ICC)
and the Infrastructure Portfolio Office (IPO) as part of our infrastructure reform
agenda. The ICC and IPO are already playing a critical role enhancing infrastructure
planning and supporting the delivery of the state’s capital program.
We are also continuing to work with local governments and the Commonwealth
Government to ensure that the capital program is delivered as efficiently as possible.
Further information on the annual budgets and expenditure of individual projects is
publicly available in each year’s Budget Paper 3.

Question on Notice
No. 6
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 8 of the SDS and the 20% underspend on the Get Ready
Queensland Community Resilience program initiatives, can the Minister advise what
program initiatives were not delivered due to this underspend?
ANSWER:
The RACQ Get Ready Queensland resilience program helps Queenslanders undertake
the tasks that will keep them, their family, their community and their property safe in
the event of natural disasters.
Last year, Queenslanders were spared any major cyclones, however the people of
Queensland still dealt with disaster events such as fires, floods, hail and severe
storms. These events are common-place in our state and impact individuals and
communities alike. Any work we can do to help prepare communities and individuals
for these events helps us all bounce back faster when natural disasters strike.
In 2015-16, the RACQ Get Ready Queensland program delivered almost $2 million in
funding to local governments and the Weipa Town Authority, enabling councils to
engage with and educate their communities on what is needed to face hazards specific
to their locality. Research shows that disaster preparedness education is more
effective when delivered at the community level, and this year the Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (the department) will be delivering
another $2.1 million in Get Ready grants to local governments. This will enable
councils to continue the great work they have been doing to make their communities
better prepared and more resilient.
We have also continued funding the GIVIT donation management program to support
the needs of people affected by a disaster. In 2015-16 GIVIT received $250,000 to
enable its work with local governments and charities following a disaster. The
government has committed to continuing this funding arrangement into 2016-17.
As stated on page eight of the SDS, the department is now delivering the RACQ Get
Ready Queensland program with greater efficiency. Savings have been made through
reusing successful advertising materials and streamlining departmental processes.
Combined with the partnership provided by RACQ, the government’s cost of program
delivery has reduced by 20 per cent. The level of funding provided to councils for
local program delivery has been maintained, but the government has reduced the
overall costs of providing the program to the people of Queensland.

Question on Notice
No. 7
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 10 of the SDS and the efficiency measure for administration
costs, can the Minister advise what is the financial value of the infrastructure
investment coordinated in this service delivery area?
ANSWER:
The total capital program in 2016-17 is $10.666 billion.
The performance measure, which is less than 0.5 per cent, measures the cost of the
Infrastructure Portfolio Office (IPO).
The cost of the IPO is absorbed within existing government budget, including transfer
of staff and FTE positions.

Question on Notice
No. 8
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –
QUESTION:
With reference to page 14 of the SDS and the significant underspend of $71.9 million
or 30% on Funding Programs and Community Initiatives, can the Minister advise
what vital programs and community initiatives weren’t delivered due to this
significant underspend?
ANSWER:
All funding in the funding programs and community initiatives budget was allocated
to councils in the 2015-16 financial year, so there were no vital programs or initiatives
not delivered.
In some cases, projects were delivered for less than budgeted. In other cases project
delays mean that funds have been carried over to the next financial year. Delays are
caused by many factors, including weather events, tendering processes, unexpected
site issues and overly optimistic completion schedules.
This situation is no different from that which has been experienced in previous years
and under all previous governments.

Question on Notice
No. 9
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and
Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 1 of the Capital Statement Budget Paper 3 and the $50 million in 201617 for Cross River Rail, can the Minister advise how much of this budget is for the Employee
Expenses, and Contractors and Consultants?
ANSWER:
Cross River Rail is the Queensland Government’s highest priority infrastructure project, and an
important part of our vision to cater for future population growth in South East Queensland.
The $5.4 billion project will deliver a 10.2 kilometre link from Dutton Park to Bowen Hills, with
5.9 kilometres of tunnel under the Brisbane River and Central Business District (CBD). This
will connect to both northern and southern rail networks, providing significant benefits to
commuters from both directions.
Services will be delivered at five key stations: Boggo Road; Woolloongabba; Albert Street;
Roma Street; and Exhibition showgrounds. This second rail river crossing will ease congestion,
improve network reliability and increase accessibility to the Brisbane CBD, allowing more
people to travel longer distances, with shorter journey times.
We know that a project of this magnitude requires a significant investment. This is why the
2016-17 State Budget included $50 million for the establishment of the Cross River Rail
Delivery Authority and the commencement of early works.
To provide confidence to business, industry and the people of Queensland, the Palaszczuk
Government has committed a further $800 million towards Cross River Rail. This commitment
has been informed by Building Queensland, the state’s independent infrastructure adviser,
declaring that the project was ready for state investment.
The further $800 million commitment has been allocated from the $1.5 billion State
Infrastructure Fund provided for through the recent budget process. This increased confidence
will enable this government to conduct meaningful financing discussions with the private sector
and our Commonwealth and local government colleagues.
The government has also decided to establish a new authority to deliver Cross River Rail. A
Delivery Authority will enable the project to be delivered at arms-length from other government
activities. This Delivery Authority will lead the development, procurement and delivery of the
project and support wider economic and social outcomes for the transformational project.

One of the key tasks of the new Delivery Authority will be to explore innovative funding models
for Cross River Rail so that this project can finally be delivered.
In identifying the preferred delivery mechanism for this significant project, government has
canvassed national and international projects costing in excess of $1 billion. Examples
investigated are:
•
Barangaroo Delivery Authority – Statutory Authority constituted by project specific
legislation, to procure and manage Barangaroo redevelopment and delivering associated
infrastructure
•
Linking Melbourne Authority – Statutory Authority established to develop, construct,
deliver and operate any road related project
•
Crossrail Limited (UK) –Limited Liability Company owned by Transport for London,
supported by project specific legislation. Functions included procurement and management
of project implementation
•
HS2 Limited (UK) – Government company non-departmental public body sponsored and
funded by the Department of Transport. Role is to deliver an operational high speed
railway for the Department of Transport.
The government is currently finalising investigations into the preferred delivery model to realise
the full benefits of this state’s number one infrastructure project.
The Department of Transport and Main Roads has advised that the major cost categories of the
$50 million funding allocation for 2016-17 includes:
•
•
•

employee expenses: $11 million, including employees of the Delivery Authority and
other employees seconded from government agencies
contractors/consultants: $30 million
other: $9 million.

Question on Notice
No. 10
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 61 of Budget Measures Budget Paper 4 and the Trade and
Investment Opportunities Advancement expense measure, can the Minister advise
what is the breakdown of this $1.5M for Supplies and Services and Employee
Expenses for both the Chengdu and Singapore offices?
ANSWER:
The $1.5 million for Supplies and Services and Employee Expenses for both the
Chengdu and Singapore offices is as per Table 1 below:
Table 1 – Breakdown of Singapore and Chengdu costs
Office location
Chengdu and Singapore
Chengdu and Singapore
TOTAL

Expense Type
Supplies and Services
Employee Expenses

Amount
$ 456,000
$ 1,044,000
$ 1,500,000

Question on Notice
No. 11
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION: Referring to page 34 of the SDS, will the Deputy Premier please update
the committee on the 2015 Betterment Fund and how it has helped communities
recover post TC Marcia?
ANSWER:
As at 13 July 2016, I have endorsed 53 projects across eight councils impacted by
Tropical Cyclone Marcia, with an estimated Betterment cost of $19.8 million.
Following the destruction brought on by Tropical Cyclone Marcia in February 2015,
the Queensland Government negotiated with the Federal Government to establish a
$20 million Betterment Fund for the communities hardest hit by the cyclone.
This delivers on the Queensland Government’s commitment to continue to make our
communities more resilient to natural disasters.
Eligible local governments that were heavily impacted by Tropical Cyclone Marcia
submitted expressions of interest to the 2015 Betterment Fund to upgrade essential
public infrastructure.
Livingstone, Rockhampton, Banana, North Burnett, Gladstone, Fraser Coast, Gympie
and Somerset councils have all been approved for 2015 Betterment funding.
Proposed projects principally comprise works to increase the resilience of roads,
culverts and floodways damaged as a result of Tropical Cyclone Marcia.
Betterment allows eligible local councils to restore or replace damaged essential
public assets to a more disaster-resilient standard than their pre-disaster standard.
Some of the key projects approved include Livingstone Shire Council’s Scenic
Highway, Rockhampton Regional Council’s Pilbeam Drive and Gladstone Regional
Council’s Norton Road.
The QRA developed the Betterment Framework to increase the resilience of
Queensland communities to natural disasters, while at the same time reducing future
expenditure on restoration.
Ninety-five per cent of previous Betterment Fund projects impacted by subsequent
natural disaster events since completion were either undamaged or remained
functional with minimal damage following the events.
These previous projects sustained approximately $290,000 in damage costs as a result
of natural disasters since their completion, avoiding costs of approximately
$42 million for a $27 million investment.

In addition to the Betterment Fund, the Queensland Government supported the
recovery of communities impacted by Tropical Cyclone Marcia through the $40
million Special Assistance Package for iconic projects for Livingstone Shire Council
for the Yeppoon Foreshore Revitalisation project and Rockhampton Regional Council
for the Rockhampton Riverbank Redevelopment project. This additional funding was
allocated thanks to the strong advocacy of the Members for Rockhampton and
Keppel, as well as the local Mayors and Councillors.

Question on Notice
No. 12
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION: Referring to page 34 of the SDS, will the Deputy Premier please advise
the committee of any positive impacts of the extension of the day labour trial and
whether or not the Commonwealth should extend this further?
ANSWER:
Following years of lobbying, the Federal Government finally supported Queensland’s
proposal to allow local councils to use their own labour force to restore damage
caused by eligible events in the 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 financial
years.
As Deputy Premier, I raised this directly with Minister Keenan on several occasions,
including via correspondence on 24 April 2015. I have also worked closely with the
Local Government Association of Queensland and Mayors to ensure this commonsense and cost-effective approach was continued.
This will allow councils to quickly and confidently progress the works needed to get
communities back on their feet and support local jobs in regional Queensland.
The Queensland Government will continue to push for the permanent reimbursement
of day labour under the Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements
(NDRRA).
Traditionally under the Federal Government’s NDRRA guidelines, local governments
are unable to claim the cost of using their internal workforce (day labour) to undertake
reconstruction works.
However, the use of council day labour for reconstruction works is often the best
value for money option to get the works done.
The Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QRA) developed the Value for Money
(Day Labour) Pricing Model, in recognition of cost savings that could be realised by
using day labour on reconstruction works, where it provided the best value for money.
In June 2012, the Federal Government approved a trial of the use of day labour,
allowing councils to seek NDRRA funding for the use of their internal workforce for
2010-11 event recovery works and those re-damaged in 2012.
The Federal Government subsequently agreed to extend the trial to reconstruction
work from the 2013 events, and to new damage from 2012 events.

On 1 April 2015, the Honourable Michael Keenan MP was provided with an
independent report showing savings of approximately $160 million from the day
labour trial on 2011 and 2012 works. The report supports that savings were achieved
in relation to the areas of tender and design, profit margin, mobilisation and
demobilisation, local knowledge, fitness for purpose, variations and risk and
flexibility of work forces.
Following the Queensland Government’s repeated requests, the Commonwealth
advised on 14 June 2015 that an exemption would be made to the NDRRA
Determination 2012, to allow the use of day labour for works to restore damage
caused by eligible events in the 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 financial years.
Finally, in December 2015, Minister Keenan responded to my request that he
reconsider the inclusion of 2013-14 works and advised this had been approved.
Queensland is pushing to ensure day labour that delivers a value for money outcome
will be directly eligible under any reformed natural disaster funding model. However,
with funding reforms starting no earlier than 1 July 2018, there is currently a gap year
in 2017-18 that the current day labour exemptions do not cover. The state will push to
extend the current day labour exemptions over 2017-18.
The Queensland Government is also pushing to allow councils to use their own plant
and equipment while delivering works using day labour, and for these costs to be
eligible for reimbursement under the NDRRA.

Question on Notice
No. 13
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
Referring to page 7 of the SDS, can the Deputy Premier outline the ways in which the
government supports the important work of indigenous councils by providing
significant infrastructure and services to indigenous communities?
ANSWER:
I thank the Committee for the question.
The Palaszczuk Government believes Queenslanders should have access to essential
services no matter where they live.
The Indigenous State Infrastructure Program (ISIP), managed by the Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (the department), is delivering
$66 million to fund capital improvements to environmental health infrastructure, such
as drinking water supply, sewerage, drainage, solid waste, and town roads in
Indigenous councils.
The Queensland Government ISIP program commenced in 2010 and all projects in
ISIP are scheduled to reach practical completion in the 2016-17 financial year with
the delivery of projects in Wujal Wujal and Palm Island.
The Major Infrastructure Program (MIP), jointly funded by the department and the
Federal Government’s Torres Strait Regional Authority, is currently in Stage 5,
during which $21.2 million of upgrades to environmental health infrastructure will
occur during 2015–17 within the three targeted council areas of the Torres Strait
Island Regional Council, Torres Shire Council and Northern Peninsula Area Regional
Council.
The state budget included an allocation of $15 million to the MIP and the department
is negotiating with the Federal Government with a view to jointly finance MIP Stage
6 – a $30 million program of works over the 2017–20 financial years to continue to
address priority environmental health infrastructure needs in these remote
communities.
The department is also assisting Indigenous councils with environmental health needs
through the Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program, which will improve
water and wastewater infrastructure at Aurukun, Pormpuraaw and Mapoon to a value
of approximately $2.5 million.

In 2016-17 waste-water infrastructure at Cherbourg will be replaced at a cost of
$15 million over two years ($10 million in 2016-17 and $5 million in 2017-18).
Indigenous Councils also have access to the department’s Local Government Grants
and Subsidies Program which assists councils to deliver priority infrastructure
projects for their communities and the Community Resilience Fund which aims to
support local governments to fund critical public infrastructure to a standard that
improves resilience in the built environment and reduces the costs of recovery from
flood cyclone or other disaster events.
The department staff provides councils with information about available funding,
assist with collaboration opportunities where possible and also help with the
development of funding applications if required.
The Government has also commenced a strategic asset management planning process
for infrastructure assets owned by Indigenous councils to support long-term planning
and prioritisation of future investment, which will include a capability building
strategy for indigenous councils to support improved asset management.

Question on Notice
No. 14
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to Better Planning for Queensland on page 11 of the SDS, can the
Deputy Premier please detail how the government will ensure the successful
implementation of the new planning and development assessment system for
Queensland?
ANSWER:
The Palaszczuk Government is strongly committed to delivering on its promises for
reforming Queensland’s planning system. It has not just ensured new legislation is in
place, but will ensure that the implementation of the system it establishes is properly
funded, and benefits identified in its Better Planning for Queensland directions paper
are realised.
As part of its 2015-2016 budget, the Palaszczuk Government committed $59.4 million
over five years to deliver Australia’s best planning system. This commitment supports
a variety of planning reform initiatives including ensuring the new Planning Act was
extensively consulted on and delivered, the state’s planning interests as expressed in
the framework are comprehensively reviewed and improved, sufficient staffing is in
place across a range of disciplines to support the Better Planning for Queensland
agenda, a comprehensively improved state development application lodgement and
processing system in MyDAS2 was invested in, and regional and precinct planning
projects were properly supported.
Of this substantial budget, $15.84 million has been allocated over three years
specifically to support Councils to transition to the new planning system and to help
councils offset costs.
This funding will benefit council, industry and the community by ensuring
implementation of the new planning framework established under the Planning Act
2016 (the Act) is achieved in a measured and supported manner and ready for
commencement of the Act on 3 July 2017.

A total of $15.84 million is currently allocated for the following programs:
• plan making transition
• development assessment system transition
• state-wide training, communication and education
• improvement and innovation fund.
Benefits realised under these programs will mean:
• planning schemes and development assessment systems continue to work
effectively when the Act commences on 3 July 2017
• opportunities for improvements and innovations in planning scheme content and
related systems will be encouraged and identified so that local governments can
proceed to implement when the Planning Act is in place, and industry and the
community, along with councils, realise benefits from more effective and
efficient systems
• promotion of a culture of planning practice that focusses on outcomes and values
community engagement, to the benefit of all.
We have listened to the calls from councils that they have a meaningful period of time
to understand the new framework and to adjust and adapt their schemes and systems.
My department will be spending the next 12 months before the new legislation
commences working very closely with councils to transition to the new planning
framework. My department has now commenced the conduct of a series of intensive
planning forums to lead councils through a structured and supported process to review
the content of their schemes to ensure they will be commencement-ready. In addition,
to drive the Palaszczuk Government’s Better Planning for Queensland agenda, my
department will be encouraging and supporting councils to consider how they can
take advantage of the transition period to re-examine how well their schemes are
performing and to make appropriate amendments when the Act has commenced.
Queensland’s communities and places are diverse and distinct. We have heard first
hand throughout the intensive engagement of the last 18 months on planning reform,
that council needs can vary significantly across the state. A key principle of the
Palaszczuk Government’s approach for transition is enabling fit-for-purpose strategies
that are suited to each council. I have secured funding and expert support to go further
than simply alignment with the new system, but to actively facilitate councils
undertaking improvements to their planning schemes and related processes and
incentivise this work through an improvement and innovation fund for local
governments. This will direct attention to improvement opportunities for councils at
the same time as they are reviewing their schemes and processes to be ready for the
commencement, with the state maximising the significant investment in facilitating
transition to the new system.
Also recognising this state-wide diversity, the transition process will be managed
through my department’s regional network, driving an ongoing state-wide, informed,
accessible and supported approach with regular updating and monitoring of transition
activities.

The Palaszczuk Government is also ensuring there is substantial investment in
education and training on the plan making and development assessment arrangements,
as well as the planning system more generally, with a suite of tools, information and
guidance available on a dedicated reform website. We are taking a contemporary
approach and finding new ways, particularly through electronic media, to raise
awareness and build a solid understanding of the system across council, industry and
community interests. Industry training and community awareness will be a focus for
the reform program later in 2016.
In line with the Palaszczuk Government’s strong focus on engagement, partnerships
with the Urban Development Institute of Australia, the Planning Institute of Australia
and the Property Council of Australia are being pursued to maximise innovation
opportunities and improve awareness. The Environmental Defenders Office, and its
broad network, remains a key conduit for informing the community more generally
about the planning system.

Question on Notice
No. 15
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference to page 11 of the SDS, will the Deputy Premier outline how the
government is encouraging investment in renewable energy in Queensland through
improved planning approval processes?
ANSWER:
The Palaszczuk Government is committed to increasing the production and use of
renewable energy. In fact, the government has committed to achieving a 50 per cent
renewable energy target by 2030.
In achieving this target, we acknowledge that wind farms form a key component of
the response to this commitment. While wind farms are key contributors to meeting
our renewable energy target, I am conscious they must be carefully considered and
balanced against the three core objectives of liveability, sustainability and prosperity.
Protecting the health and safety of individuals and communities is paramount.
I am very pleased to advise that on 22 July 2016, the state government will become
the assessment manager for all wind farm development across Queensland. To
support the state’s assessment role, my department has prepared the Wind Farm State
Code, supported by a planning guideline. The code will become the primary
assessment tool for wind farm proposals in Queensland.
The health and safety of the community is a key feature of the new code which was
developed to address the increasing interest in wind farms. The code sets out clear
assessment requirements for the design, construction and operation of new or
expanded wind farm proposals. It includes strict guidelines to address any community
concerns about health and safety issues.
We have brought together national and international best practice, and expert advice,
to provide a consistent statewide approach. The code will undoubtedly help grow a
vibrant renewable energy industry to achieve our renewable energy target.
Developers will be required to formally notify proposals when wind turbines are
located within 1.5km of property owners who have not agreed to a lesser setback.
This will provide affected parties an opportunity to comment on proposals, where
warranted, with the subsequent right to appeal.

The code also includes guidelines relating to aviation safety, electromagnetic
interference, shadow flicker, flora and fauna, traffic safety, stormwater management,
construction management and acoustic amenity. It also ensures that development does
not unreasonably impact on the character, scenic amenity and landscape values of the
locality.
The new and improved assessment framework will deliver a consistent, coordinated
and whole-of-government approach to assessing wind farms in Queensland. The code
will provide much needed certainty to individuals and communities, as well as
industry looking to invest in renewable energy production in Queensland.
Wind farms such as the one I approved at Mt Emerald, have the capacity to generate
225 megawatts (MW) of electricity, or 500,000MW hours of renewable energy each
year, with the potential to power around 75,000 homes for over 20 years.
The current planning approval process for wind farms has created uncertainty for
developers looking to invest in wind farm projects in our state. Currently, local
governments are the assessment managers for wind farm developments. Few council
planning schemes are able to address the many characteristics of wind farms and their
impacts on the environment, community and strategic infrastructure such as airports.
Further, many councils do not have the resources or in-house expertise to effectively
assess these highly technical applications.
The new assessment framework will relieve councils of the burden of assessing wind
farm applications.
The Wind Farm State Code and Guideline represent best practice for the assessment
of wind farm development and will help to encourage renewable energy investment in
Queensland.

Question on Notice
No. 16
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
Referring to page 48 of the SDS and the mention of a strategy for international
education – what has Trade and Investment Queensland and the Government done so
far for the international education and training industry, and what are the plans for
2016-17?
ANSWER:
In the 2016-17 Budget, the Government has committed $25.3 million over 5 years to
develop and promote the international education and training (IET) industry of
Queensland and has developed a Draft International Education and Training Strategy.
This funding is in addition to the $7.7 million over 4 years provided last year.
Consultation began following the release of the draft strategy in June 2016, including
sessions on each of the 4 imperatives in the Strategy – promoting Queensland
internationally, enhancing the student experience, strengthening the regions and
connecting the industry.
Consultation will also focus on each of the 4 sectors – higher education, vocational
education and training, English language intensive courses for overseas students, and
schools.
Consultation will be undertaken on the Gold Coast, Toowoomba, Brisbane, the
Sunshine Coast, Rockhampton, Townsville and Cairns.
While consultation takes place and the Strategy is finalised, Trade and Investment
Queensland (TIQ) will deliver a number of key initiatives as part of the TIQ 2016/17
business plan including the following:
Firstly, a Study Queensland Week in South America in 2017 which I will lead to
strengthen relationships and forge partnerships between our two regions.
Secondly, 10 Queensland pavilions and networking events at major fairs around the
world such as the Australia Future Unlimited Education Exhibitions in Japan and the
Australia New Zealand Agent Workshop in Cairns, to help increase enrolments for
Queensland institutions.

Thirdly, a reality web series will be launched when the winners of the Best Semester
Abroad social media campaign arrive in October to increase brand awareness and
promote Queensland as a world class study destination, and
Fourthly, a pilot international student hub in Brisbane to provide a positive experience
to international students by offering a range of services including employment advice,
mental health counselling and community integration activities.
Over the last financial year, TIQ has delivered a number of key initiatives to profile
Queensland’s world class international education and training institutions.
In April 2016, I launched the new Study Queensland Website which had not been
refreshed for six years. It now directly captures and generates leads and enquiries for
our institutions. Key metrics show that when comparing June 2015 to June 2016,
engagement has increased dramatically including a 109 per cent increase in time spent
on the website and a 54 per cent increase in page views per session.
On the same day I launched the pilot program for International Business
Internships between TIQ, the Australia China Business Council and 5 Queensland
institutions and 8 exporters from 5 star hotels to architectural firms. TIQ is putting
students through an export specialist training program and then placing them in
internships with the exporters. The aim of the program is for international students to
be assigned tasks that will grow the Queensland exporter’s business in the
international student’s country of origin.
On 29 April 2016, I launched the Best Semester Abroad, a social media campaign
which will see 20 talented students win 5 months in Cairns, Brisbane or the Gold
Coast including flights, accommodation, tuition and holiday experiences. The
campaign received over 2,000 applications – 7 times as many as last year’s Ultimate
Gap Year competition. With entries closed, the selection process is underway and I
will announce the winners on 29 July 2016. The campaign received over $500,000 in
in-kind sponsorship from industry.
In May 2016, I led a mission to Indonesia with 18 delegates for the inaugural Study
Queensland Week which sees high level delegations visit priority education markets
around the world. Despite this only being 2 months ago, 2 of the delegates now have
representation in market due to the many opportunities that were shown to them on
the trip. The delegates were:
CQ University
CQ University
James Cook University
James Cook University
Study Gold Coast
Aviation Australia

Alastair Dawson
Trevor Davison
Tara Taylor
Marcus Lane
Shannon Willoughby
Allan Brooks

SERO Learning
SERO Learning
List Premier Education
CHARLTON BROWN
Griffith University
TAFE Queensland International
Vocational Education, Training and Employment
Australia Limited (VETEA)
Australia Institute of Business and Technology
(AIBT)
University of Southern Queensland (USQ)
Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
The University of Queensland (UQ)

Cedar Tegan
Ash Katta
Frederick Volschenk
Marcus Ganley
Lucinda Chappell
Janelle Chapman
Ahmed Sokarno
Mark Viswa Nathan
Louis Fernandes
Scott Sheppard
Cicilia Evi
Ratu Sovi Arinta

TIQ also produced 8 videos including one that I shared in November 2015 on the
inspirational story of Ayane Hirata which was viewed almost one million times
across Facebook and YouTube.

Question on Notice
No. 17
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With reference page 49 of the SDS regarding the objective of coordinating ministerial
trade and investment missions to promote Queensland internationally, which
important markets were visited by trade missions conducted in this financial year and
did these help cement trade links, and how do targeted trade missions fit into the
government’s priorities such as the international education and training strategy?
ANSWER:
Ministerial trade and investment missions are an integral part of the Queensland
Government’s international marketing agenda. Government-led missions promote the
state as a world-class destination to invest in, a source for products and services, and
promote Queensland as a whole.
In 2015-16, Trade and Investment Queensland (TIQ) facilitated eight Ministerial-led
trade and investment missions to 12 markets, two international visits by the Governor
of Queensland, and one international trip by the Leader of the Opposition.
The Premier and Minister for the Arts undertook three trade and investment
missions:- China and Japan – October 2015
- Hong Kong and China – April 2016
- United States of America – May 2016.
I personally led three missions to key markets, including the United Kingdom,
Germany, Indonesia, Singapore, India and South Korea.
The Minister for State Development and Minister for Natural Resources and Mines
led a trade and investment mission to Peru and the United States of America to
promote Queensland’s Mining Equipment Technologies and Services sector and
Queensland’s renewable energy industry.
The former Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries led a trade and investment mission
to Indonesia to further advance agricultural export opportunities.
TIQ facilitated the Governor of Queensland’s international travel to Hong Kong and
South Korea, and Papua New Guinea.
In addition, TIQ facilitated a visit to Japan, China, India and Singapore for the Leader
of the Opposition.

These missions strengthen Queensland’s trade and investment links with its major
overseas markets and open up new market opportunities. We have, for the first time,
a forward plan of trade missions which is published on the TIQ website. This makes
it easier for businesses to consider joining a mission as it gives businesses early notice
around what missions are planned, where they are going and when.
Outcomes from these missions include:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

YouTube and the Queensland Government securing an Australian-first
partnership working with QUT and Griffith universities to help talented
Queensland producers create globally engaging video content.
THOR-Ragnarok, the third installation of the Marvel Studio’s movie franchise to
be filmed on the Gold Coast, and Legendary and Warner Brothers filming of
Kong Skull Island in Queensland.
Rejuvenation of Queensland’s formal relationships, such as the sister-state
relationship with the South Korea’s Gyeonggi Provincial Government.
Signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the South Korea
Development Bank.
Formalisation of a subsidiary agreement to the MoU with the Chinese Ministry of
Science and Technology, establishing a Commercialisation Partnership Program
under the Advance Queensland Global Partnership Awards Program.
The signing of an MoU between the State of Queensland and the Bank of Tokyo
Mitsubishi UFJ to further invest into Queensland’s resources infrastructure,
energy and agriculture/food sectors particularly in North Queensland.
The signing of an MoU between the State of Queensland and SoftBank
Corporation to establish its presence in Queensland, thereby developing an
ecosystem in Queensland that supports a domestic robotics industry. SoftBank
also presented at the Advance Queensland Innovation and Investment Summit and
demonstrated ‘Pepper’ the robot at the World Science Festival.
The Iron Chef becoming the honorary TAFE Queensland culinary ambassador for
Japan.
TIQ is opening representative offices in Singapore and Chengdu, China.

TIQ is committed to facilitating trade and investment missions that deliver real trade
and investment outcomes for Queensland. TIQ has a new Service Delivery measure
related to missions, with a satisfaction rating target of 75 per cent from Ministerial
mission participants for 2016-17.
As part of the draft International Education and Training Strategy to Advance
Queensland, TIQ is committed to hosting a Study Queensland Week each year in an
emerging market to strengthen academic ties and promote Queensland's world class
institutions.
I am proud that my trade and investment mission to Indonesia in May included the
inaugural launch of International Study Queensland Week. I am keen for the success
of the first Study Queensland Week to be replicated in other markets in coming years.

Question on Notice
No. 18
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
Referring to page 3 of the SDS, can the Deputy Premier explain how the Palaszczuk
Government’s infrastructure reform agenda is enhancing the way infrastructure is
delivered in Queensland?
ANSWER:
The Palaszczuk Government is committed to building the infrastructure that our state
needs to thrive and grow beyond the mining boom, and the way Queensland has
traditionally planned and delivered its infrastructure needs to change.
As part of the Government’s infrastructure reform agenda, I launched the State
Infrastructure Plan in March 2016. This is the first time since 2012 that there has been
a State Infrastructure Plan. For three years under the previous government there was
no state-wide infrastructure plan to guide investment decisions.
The State Infrastructure Plan outlines the vision for the future of infrastructure in
Queensland. It is an infrastructure strategy and program that outlines Queensland’s
future infrastructure needs, focused on using our limited resources wisely, working in
partnership with the private sector and implementing a program of reform initiatives.
The State Infrastructure Plan’s infrastructure program provides confidence and
certainty to industry, local government and the community by outlining a clear
program of works and confirming the government’s investment program over the next
four years. It encourages the private sector to partner with government and put
forward innovative market-led proposals that respond to Queensland’s challenges in
an efficient and value-for-money way.
This innovative reform agenda will also improve the way infrastructure planning is
coordinated across government, and strengthen integration with regional land-use and
economic planning.
This reform is being delivered through 19 implementation actions in the State
Infrastructure Plan which are progressing well, with a number of key achievements to
date:

•

A high-level Infrastructure Cabinet Committee has been established, chaired
by the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local Government and
Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment, with responsibility for
driving the state’s infrastructure program, ensuring whole-of-government
integration in relation to infrastructure planning and delivery and monitoring
the Government’s infrastructure program.

•

An Infrastructure Portfolio Office has been established within the Department
of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning which will monitor the
implementation of the State Infrastructure Plan, and drive infrastructure
innovation and best-practice across government.

•

We are partnering with the Council of Mayors South East Queensland and
Property Council of Australia on a South East Queensland ‘City Deal’ trial
project.

The Palaszczuk Government also established Building Queensland last year as an
independent statutory body to rigorously assess infrastructure proposals for
Queensland and take the politics out of decision-making on large infrastructure
projects.
To further demonstrate our commitment to infrastructure, we have allocated an
additional $1.5 billion in the 2016–17 budget to the State Infrastructure Fund (SIF).
This additional injection to the SIF brings our commitment to
$2 billion. It will help plan and deliver the transformational infrastructure Queensland
needs to drive economic growth and jobs right across the state.
The Government will continue to drive infrastructure reform through the other
implementation actions in the State Infrastructure Plan including:
•

Better use of assets to improve the benefits they will deliver for
Queenslanders.

•

The integration of regional land-use plans with regional transport plans and
economic plans commencing with South East Queensland and North
Queensland.

Question on Notice
No. 19
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minster for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –

QUESTION:
With Reference to page 33 of the SDS, can the Deputy Premier provide an update on
the work of Building Queensland and explain how its work has contributed to
Government’s decision making on infrastructure.
ANSWER:
Building Queensland (BQ) was established under the Building Queensland Act 2015
(the Act) on the 3 December 2015. BQ’s role is to provide independent, expert and
transparent advice to the Queensland Government to enable better infrastructure
decisions.
BQ’s core functions are to:
- provide strategic advice on infrastructure matters
- assist with the early stage development of infrastructure proposals with an
expected capital value over $50 million
- assist with Business Case development of infrastructure proposals with a capital
value of $50–$100 million
- lead the development of Business Cases, including cost benefit analysis, for
infrastructure proposals with a capital value over $100 million
- develop and publish every six months an Infrastructure Pipeline of priority
proposals for government consideration.
Since its establishment, BQ’s work has delivered the following outputs which have all
supported the Government’s decision-making for major infrastructure:
Development and release of the Business Case Development Framework (BCDF)
BQ leads the development of business cases for projects with a capital value over
$100 million to ensure a consistent and rigorous standard of assessment.
To ensure a robust assessment approach is applied to the development of business
cases, BQ has developed and implemented the BCDF. This Framework includes
guidance on Cost-Benefit Analysis and Social Impact Evaluation.
The development of the BCDF included extensive national and international best
practice research, analysis of business case exemplars and consultation with
Reference Groups of stakeholders, experts and infrastructure peers.

This Framework has been adopted for all projects led by BQ. Use of the Framework is
encouraged for projects where BQ is providing an assist role.
European Train Control System (ETCS) – Inner City (led Business Case)
The completed Business Case was approved by the BQ Board on 13 May 2016.
The Palaszczuk Government has allocated $634 million (pending final project
approval) toward the delivery of ETCS – Inner City. Subject to further government
consideration, implementation of enabling and pilot works will progress in 2017.
Cross River Rail (led Business Case)
The completed Business Case was approved by the BQ Board on 9 June 2016.
The Government has considered the Business Case and has provided it to
Infrastructure Australia and the Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development to undertake their own independent assessment and determine the
project’s suitability for Federal Government funding.
$50 million was allocated in the 2016-17 Queensland budget to establish the new
Cross River Rail Delivery Authority and progress environmental impact approvals,
commence scoping of value share opportunities, early works and pre-procurement
activities.
The Palaszczuk Government has also announced $800 million for the delivery of the
project, contingent on funding from the Federal Government.
Development and release of the Prioritisation Framework
To separate higher priority and lower priority proposals, BQ developed a
methodology based on national and international best practice approaches to prioritise
infrastructure proposals under development.
The framework encompasses a four stage process.
Stage one involves identifying all large infrastructure proposals under development
across Queensland Government entities.
Stage two involves filtering of identified proposals. Only projects that exceed a $50
million capital threshold value and have no funding commitment for procurement or
delivery progress to the third stage.
Stage three involves applying an appraisal assessment developed by BQ. A proposal
is appraised for its strategic alignment, economic and financial characteristics,
environmental and social impact and deliverability.
Stage four includes the consideration and approval of the Infrastructure Pipeline by
the BQ Board.
Development and publication of the Infrastructure Pipeline Report
The first Infrastructure Pipeline Report was released on 27 June 2016. It contains 16
priority infrastructure proposals.

BQ’s prioritisation of infrastructure proposals represents the first time that
independent, expert analysis has been used to assess all major infrastructure projects
in development across the Queensland Government.
It provides a clear list of priority proposals for Government consideration, to inform
further proposal development and ultimately Government investment decisionmaking.
Following the provision of the Infrastructure Pipeline Report to Government, the
following priority proposals that were ready for Government investment consideration
received funding commitments:
- Pacific Motorway (Mudgeeraba to Varsity Lakes) - $44 million (20 per cent
funding commitment from the Queensland Government)
- ETCS - $634 million, pending final project approvals
- Cross River Rail - $50 million for a delivery authority and early works plus $800
million for delivery.
Assistance in furthering infrastructure proposals
In addition to the 16 projects contained in the priority proposals published in the
Infrastructure Pipeline Report, BQ has provided expert advice on a further 15
infrastructure proposals. These 15 proposals include proposals where BQ has assisted
in the preparation of a business case, assisted a government agency in the preliminary
evaluation of an infrastructure proposal, and/or evaluated a proposal for investment in
new infrastructure or enhancements to existing infrastructure.

Question on Notice
No. 20
Asked on 5 July 2016
The Committee asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) –
QUESTION:
Referring to pages 12 and 13 of the Capital Statement Budget Paper 3, can the Deputy
Premier explain how the projects funded through the State Infrastructure Fund are
enhancing the state’s built infrastructure and providing opportunities for greater
innovation and investment?

ANSWER:
The State Infrastructure Fund was established alongside the Palaszczuk Government’s
release of the State Infrastructure Plan on 13 March 2016. This fund was established
with an initial injection of $500 million and was boosted by a further $1.5 billion as
part of the 2016-17 Budget.
The initial $500 million investment provides an immediate boost to infrastructure
investment to increase business confidence and focuses on infrastructure projects
which enhance productivity and support jobs.
This investment is spread across three programs:
• Priority Economic Works and Productivity Program - $300 million
• Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program - $180 million
• Maturing the Infrastructure Pipeline Program - $20 million.
Allocations from the Priority Economic Works and Productivity Program and the
Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program have been made to a range of
projects from a wide variety of asset classes, spread across the state, with particular
emphasis on those projects that are located in regional centres or are productivity
lifting and capacity improving infrastructure projects.
Projects funded through the Priority Economic Works and Productivity Program are:
• Ipswich Motorway (Rocklea to Darra) – Stage 1
• Pacific Motorway – Gateway Motorway Merge Upgrade (southbound lanes)
• North Coast Line Capacity Improvement Project
• Dawson Highway (Gladstone to Biloela) – timber bridge replacement package
• Rockhampton Road Train Access – Stage 1
• Kawana Way and Nicklin Way – Sunshine Coast University Hospital intersection
upgrades package
• Riverway Drive duplication (Gollogly Lane – Allambie Lane).
Projects funded through the Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Port Douglas extension of fire station
Dimbulah extension of fire station
Rockhampton Firecom project
Aurukun Shire Council wastewater upgrade
Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council – upgrade of drinking water infrastructure
Pormpuraaw drinking water security project
Bill Fulton Bridge
Mon Repos Turtle Centre redevelopment
Improving Tourism and recreation on the Great Barrier Reef (moorings)
New Palm Island Primary Heath Care
Boulia Community Hospital refurbishment
McKinlay Multi-Purpose Heath Service refurbishment and expansion
Proserpine Fire Station
Smithfield replacement fire station
Digital Electricity meters –(regional)
Regional Education Infrastructure Enhancement
Social Housing
New Mackay Visitor Information Centre
Mt Inkerman Nature Tourism Development
Renewal of school facilities in Central Queensland
Step up/Step down Units – mental health facilities
Herberton Fire Station
Mackay Fire Station
Police and Fire Station at Howard
Paediatrics Unit at Townsville Hospital.

The Maturing the Infrastructure Pipeline Program is aimed at fast-tracking early
stages of the infrastructure pipeline. This program is particularly aimed at
investigating a number of the proposals that were raised during consultation on the
State Infrastructure Plan, and further exhibits that this government is committed to
delivering infrastructure that this state needs.
This commitment is further enhanced by the 2016-17 Budget allocation of a further
$1.5 billion. This funding has so far seen allocations to major initiatives – Cross
River Rail ($850 million) and to the Pacific Motorway Mudgeeraba to Varsity Lakes
upgrade ($44 million).

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 1
MR KNUTH asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 7 of Hansard
QUESTION:
Will the Deputy Premier advise the percentage of small to medium enterprises that
will be engaged in the delivery of projects in the $2 billion State Infrastructure Fund
referred to in the Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning SDS
on Page 9?
ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Dalrymple for the question.
Funding for the Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program projects is
highlighted in the 2016/17 state budget.
These projects are currently undergoing pre-procurement and procurement activities.
The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning has encouraged
agencies to focus on local jobs where possible.
For example, during procurement agencies have been asked to look at separating
Design and Construction components to enable small, local contractors to tender for
work in their local areas.
Agencies have also been asked to report back on the procurement actions they are
taking to effect this.
The procurement will be in line with whole-of-government policies managed by the
Department of Housing and Public Works and the attached Queensland Charter for
Local Content, which has the core objective of maximising local content.

Queensland Charter for Local Content
Opening opportunities for industry
lntroduc ion
The Queensland Charter for Local Content (the charter) provides a framework for
encouraging government agencies 1 to apply best practice in local content procurement
while minimising the compliance burden on government agencies and contractors, and
ensuring full , fair and reasonable opportunity for local suppliers.

The charter incorporates the Queensland Government's commitment to value for
money in its procurement of goods and services and acknowledges that encouraging
greater competition in major government procurements, through a large market of
capable local suppliers, is an effective method for achieving this end.

The charter, which is consistent with the Queensland Procurement Policy, has the core
objective of maximising local content through greater participation of capable local
industry in major government procurement activities

In addition, other objectives of the charter are:
•

encouraging more effective and adaptive approaches to maximising local content

•

applying greater transparency in the expenditure of government funds

•

providing greater certainty for government agencies in local content procurement

• adopting an efficient and effective tracking and review process for local content
outcomes.

' In accordance with the Australia and New Zealand Government Procurement Agreement, government age ncies
mclude departments, statutory authorities and special purpose vehicles.

The charter is not a matter of mandating that government agencies use local suppliers.
Rather, it is about providing a mechanism for government agencies to effectively and
efficiently give consideration to a wide range of potential suppliers when making
decisions relating to major procurements .

The charter supports agencies to embed local content principles within their
procurement practices and procedures. The benefits of embedding local procurement
principles in government purchasing, summarised in Figure 1, include:
• supporting the value for money objective of the Queensland Procurement Policy
(QPP) by enabling purchasers to consider a wider range of potential suppliers and
encouraging greater competition
•

providing market opportunities for local companies

• demonstrating equivalence with private sector best practice.

The charter recognises that involving local industry 2 in government procurement
provides economic benefits to all parties contributing to wealth generation and the
creation of employment opportunities for Queenslanders.

The Queensland Charter for Local Content brings Queensland Government
procurement in line with best practice in the private sector.

The adoption of the charter by government agencies will achieve significant strategic
benefits for the government such as:
•

increased leverage of spend

•

improved pricing

•

reduced risk of supply failure or contractual disputes.

It will also support better supplier segmentation allowing government agencies to
identify their suppliers, and as a result, better manage risk.

2
For the purposes of this charter, local industry is fonnally defined as Australian and New Zealand small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs).

Queensland Charter for Local Content
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Queensland Government agencies
Better value for money through
competition, increased leverage of
spend and better cost control
Reduced costs, including logistics
and maintenance
• Customised, dedicated supply
• Enhanced public perception and
reputation
• Match best practice in the private
sector
• Transparent reporting of benefits

•

I•

•

~
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Figure 1

Local suppliers
Opportunities for growth
Increased stability and diversity of
markets
Improved productivity and
technology
Improved capability and capacity
Improved national and international
reputation

Local branches of international
suppliers
Opportunities for customisation
Industry growth
'Social' licence to operate

•
•
. •
~

•

:/

•
•

Wider economic benefits
Increased employment and
skills
Increased competition and
productivity
SME development
Wealth creation
Provide greater certainty for
investment
Supply chain development
Innovation
Red tape reduction

Summary of benefits

Queensland Charter for Local Content
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Principles
The charter seeks to promote industry capability and to maximise local industry
participation in major projects and other procurement opportunities. The following
principles underpin the policy:

Principle 1

Full, fair and reasonable opportunity

Government agencies are encouraged to maximise local industry participation in
government procurement projects by providing industry full, fair and reasonable 3
opportunity to participate.

Principle 2

Value for money

Government agencies are encouraged to apply the principle of achieving value for
money in government procurement as described in the Queensland Procurement
Policy.

Principle 3

Regional development

Government agencies are encouraged to work in partnership with regional
communities to develop industry capability and capacity, and secure broader economic
and societal benefits, as appropriate.

Principle 4

Transparency of process

Government agencies are encouraged to build transparency into their local content
policies, processes and criteria to ensure clarity.

Principle 5

Compliance with international obligations

Government agencies are to comply with Australia's international obligations, including
those under free trade agreements.
Queensland is currently a party to three international agreements which impact on
procurement:
• Australia-New Zealand Government Procurement Agreement (ANZGPA)
• Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA)
• Australia-Chile Free Trade Agreement (ACl-FTA).

Annual review
Annual reviews of the poflcy will be undertaken to ensure that 1t is adding value to
major Queensland Government procurements, assisting to maximise local content and
minimising the compliance burden for government agencies and contractors. These

'Full: Local industry has the same opportunity as other potential suppliers to participate in all aspects of a project
from design through to completion and ongoing maintenance.
Fair: Local industry is provided the same opportunity as other potential suppliers to compete for investment
projects and other market-based contracts on an equal and transparent basis.
Reasonable. Tenders are free from any unreasonable specifications or requirements that could rule out local
industry and are structured in such a way as to PlOvide local industry the opportunity to participate.
Queensland Charter for Local Content
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reviews will also assist the government to help build the capability and capacity of
Queensland industry, to facilitate local value-adding and innovation and to generate
greater investment attraction.

Governance
The Department of State Development is responsible for the development and review
of the charter. Implementation is the responsibility of individual government agencies.
While this charter encourages government agencies to provide local industry with
tendering opportunities, 1t is recognised that local suppliers need to implement best
practice, improve productivity and increase competitiveness. To this end, the
Queensland Government facilitates a range of productivity improvement and local
content services.

Policy document toolkit
Supporting documents for the charter are as follows:
• Best Practice Guidelines for the charter which provide additional information for
government agencies implementing the local content principles
• Procurement Notification template
• Statement of Intent for local content template
• Information sheets on specific topics.
These documents and the charter are available at
www.statedevelopment.gld.gov. au/local-content.

Relationship to Queensland Procurament Policy
The charter complements the Queensland Procurement Policy4 • particularly:
• Principle 1: We drive value for money in our procurement by providing a mechanism
by which government agencies can effectively gain access to a wide selection of
potential suppliers, thus reinforcing competition
• Principle 4: We use our procurement to advance the government's economic,
environmental and social objectives and support the long-term wellbeing of our
community as it pertains to the economic objectives.

• The Queensland Procurement Policy can be found at www tip\1to~ gov au/

Queensland Charter for Local Content
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Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 2
MRS MILLER asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 19 of Hansard
QUESTION:
Requesting the Public Administration structure for the analysis of the Significant
Regional Infrastructure Projects Program, including flow charts of the process; if
submissions were from Departments, what was the decision-making process and if
submissions were direct to the Department of Infrastructure, also positions of officers
on appropriate committees and positions of officers in line Departments.
Were all decisions based on Departmental or agency advice in relation to approvals?

ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Bundamba for the question.
The administrative process for the Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects
Program is as follows:
•
•
•

•

•

Proposals were received from agencies
An initial assessment to determine eligibility was made by the Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning and further information sought on
projects that met the criteria
For eligible projects, technical assessment was undertaken by the Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning with assistance from technical
(engineering and quantity surveying) officers in the Queensland Reconstruction
Authority (QRA)
The projects were then reviewed for strategic fit by an independent panel of senior
public servants including a Deputy Director-General from the Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, a Director from Queensland
Treasury, and a Director from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Funding was recommended to be allocated to projects below $50 million that met
the following criteria:
 ready to be brought to market and able to proceed within six months of
receiving funds
 procurement by the public sector (for example, a state department or agency
could establish a funding agreement with a local government regarding water
infrastructure)
 aligns with the strategic directions in the State Infrastructure Plan (SIP)
 has demonstrated need verified by a relevant state government department or
agency

•

•
•

•
•

Proposals were considered as greater priority for regional infrastructure funding if
they:
 have a clear link to either proposals raised through consultation in the SIP;
priorities identified in Part A of the SIP; or near term opportunities identified
in Part B of the SIP
 demonstrate a clear productivity benefit
 demonstrate wider economic benefits for regional communities
 demonstrate immediate or significant employment benefits or result in jobs
in areas of high unemployment
 have a positive impact on whole-of-government ambitions or targets
Projects were assessed by the panel as highly desirable, desirable, acceptable or
ineligible
The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning provided this
assessment to the Infrastructure Cabinet Committee who made project decisions
and then these decisions were progressed to Cabinet Budget Review Committee
for endorsement
The results of this process are reflected in Budget Paper 3
The definition of eligible regions is based on those in the SIP definition (SA 4
boundaries) which is west of Toowoomba (including Toowoomba) and north of
Wide Bay (including Wide Bay).

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 3
MR KNUTH asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 24 of Hansard
QUESTION:
With the recent acquisition of Springvale Station, can the Deputy Premier confirm
that the State Government will continue to pay the local council rates in order to have
the local council to continue the vital pest management and the upkeep of roads and
other public services paid for by the local government?
ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Dalrymple for the question.
For any property in the ownership of the Queensland Government it is the
responsibility of the state to ensure that such sites are responsibly managed at the
state’s cost including maintaining access routes and pest management.
The Queensland Government does not pay local government rates to councils.
However, financial assistance is provided to councils through other means such as
grant funding, providing financial management guidance and for some rural and
remote councils will fund some service levies.

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 4
MRS MILLER asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 26 of Hansard
QUESTION:
Building Queensland has received over $34.6M in total over 4 years and how has this
been expended, particularly a list of all consultancies and the dollar value, what the
consultancies were for, whether URBIS was part of any consultancies and are any
URBIS employees on boards under Minister’s control?
ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Bundamba for the question.
Building Queensland’s budget is for operational expenses only and this amount
covers all expenses including staff of 30 FTEs and the operations of the Board.
Building Queensland’s budget for 2015-16 was $8.073 million and the full year result
was $6.997 million.
Building Queensland’s procurement practices are consistent with whole-ofgovernment policies and it utilises whole-of government panels where they exist.
I am advised Building Queensland has engaged four consultants for internal strategic
reviews. Deloitte Touche Tomatsu was engaged to review the Business Case
Development Framework at $10,000. Siecap Pty Ltd was engaged to review the
Prioritisation Framework for $30,000, Jacobs Group for the development of a
Sustainability Framework for $9,824 and Phillips Group were engaged to undertake
communications advice on the development of the Infrastructure Pipeline for $20,302.
Building Queensland has advised no URBIS employees work at Building Queensland,
no Building Queensland Board members are employed by URBIS and Building
Queensland has not contracted work to URBIS.
I am advised that South Bank Corporation Board member Stephanie Wyeth is
employed by URBIS.

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 5

MRS FRECKLINGTON asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure,
Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J
TRAD) Pages 44-45 of Hansard
QUESTION:
When was the last time in Queensland that capital purchase as a percentage of Gross
State Product were lower than 1.3%. Refer page 247, Budget Paper 2.
ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Nanango for the question.
The Queensland Government has committed $10.7 billion in its capital program in
2016-17 (supporting 31,000 jobs) and more than $40 billion over four years, including
$2 billion for the State Infrastructure Fund. The fund will provide:
• $300 million towards the Priority Economic Works and Productivity Program
• $180 million towards the Significant Regional Infrastructure Projects Program
• $20 million towards Maturing the Infrastructure Pipeline
• $1.5 billion for future infrastructure priorities.
It should be recognised that the figure quoted by the Member for Nanango is not
reflective of total capital expenditure and only relates to expenditure in the general
government sector. It does not account for other capital expenditure such as that
made by the Government Owned Corporations. When this is combined with the
general government sector capital purchases, total non-financial public sector capital
purchases are 2.2% of Gross State Product in 2015-16. This increases to 2.6% of
Gross State Product in 2017-18.
General government sector capital spending in Queensland has traditionally been at a
higher per capita level than that of other jurisdictions. As outlined on page 129 of
Budget Paper 2 by 2019-20, Queensland’s per capita purchase of non-financial assets
is expected to reach $1,174 compared to an average of $846 for other state and
territories.
General government sector capital purchases as a percentage of gross state product are
budgeted at 1.6 per cent in 2016-17 and 1.8 per cent in 2017-18.
I note that in the same financial indicators in the 2014-15 Budget, the LNP was
projecting a decrease in the ratio from 1.6 per cent in 2016-17 to 1.3 per cent in 201718.

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 6
MR WALKER asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 44 of Hansard
QUESTION:
Regarding the replacement for Mr Zhang:
What was the cost of the recruitment process, who was on the selection panel, how
many applicants were there and how many were shortlisted.

ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Mansfield for the question.
Appointment of Recruitment Consultant
In early November 2015, the Trade and Investment Queensland (TIQ) Board endorsed
the engagement of Horton International and Partners (Horton) to run a full merit
based process for recruitment and selection of an appointee for the position of Trade
and Investment Commissioner for China. This followed the assessment of three
quotes from executive search firms to provide this service.
Horton was selected based on their experience with previous TIQ Commissioner
recruitment exercises. Horton International utilised their partner agency in China to
manage the search process in China and a recruitment agent based in Melbourne
managed the Australia search and coordinated advertising of the position.
Advertising
The position was advertised in the Weekend Australian on 14 November 2015 and
closed on 4 December 2015. In addition, TIQ promoted the position through the Seek
job website and LinkedIn.
Applications
At the conclusion of the advertising and search process, there was a total of 53
applicants. Nine applicants underwent pre-interview and their applications were
forwarded to TIQ for shortlisting.
Panel and Selection Process
Comprehensive candidate summary reports were provided by Horton to TIQ. A
selection panel comprising Ms Michelle Wade, General Manager International

Operations, TIQ (panel chair); Mr Tak Adachi, TIQ Trade and Investment
Commissioner for Japan; and Mr Clinton Dines, Consultant, previously President,
BHP Billiton China, shortlisted to a final six candidates for interview.
Interviews were conducted face to face for Australian-based candidates, and by
videoconference and by telephone for overseas based candidates.
The preferred candidate on the order of merit was offered appointment but ultimately
declined the TIQ role in favour of an offer from another employer.
Costs
TIQ paid $22,000 for executive recruitment and selection support services and $9,000
in advertising.

Estimates
Question taken on Notice No. 7
MRS MILLER asked the Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment (HON J TRAD) Page 42 of Hansard
QUESTION:
I refer to page 49 of the SDS in relation to trade. I understand that, as Minister for
Trade, you have been on trade missions, which is what you have to do. I am
wondering how much was expended for the Minister’s component of these trips and
whether you could provide the dollar value of trade that has been invested to date in
Queensland as a result of the trips?

ANSWER:
I thank the Honourable Member for Bundamba for the question.
I undertook 3 trade and investment missions in 2015-16:
1. Singapore, United Kingdom and Germany
(24 Jun to 5 July 2015)
2. Indonesia, Singapore and India
(16-27 November 2015)
3. Indonesia and South Korea
(15-21 May 2016)
The costs of the trade and investment missions 1 and 2 are published in the
Ministerial Overseas Travel reports that are published quarterly on the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet website under Right to Information and can be found at
www.premiers.qld.gov.au/right-to-info/published-info/our-finances.aspx
The cost of the trade and investment mission 3 was $29,955.
The cost of my trade and investment missions is comparable to previous Trade
Ministers. For example, the former Treasurer and Minister for Trade’s missions to
South Korea, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia and Singapore in 2013 - $33,978; United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Germany, France, US in 2013 - $56,728; and Japan, China
and US in 2012 - $35, 706.
As the Honourable Member would be aware, under section 4.13.9 of the Ministerial
Handbook I am required to table to Parliament a written report on my overseas travel
undertaken within one month of return. These reports detail the benefits obtained
from my trade missions.
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Background
On 11 December 2015, the Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) tabled its report
'Transparency and accountability in local government' in Parliament.
This report followed a 10-month criminal investigation into allegations made against the
Mayor of Ipswich City Council, Councillor Paul Pisasale. While no criminal conduct was
found during that investigation, the CCC concluded that current legislation was
confusing and did not clearly prescribe how an elected official or local council must treat
campaign funds or donations in a range of circumstances
The report made recommendations for legislative reform in an attempt to improve
transparency and accountability in local government electoral disclosure requirements
and to remove any confusion.
CCC recommendations
The CCC made the following six recommendations to Government:
1. That associations incorporated or unincorporated not be permitted to use any official
title (such as Mayor) in the name unless it is a controlled entity and therefore subject to
auditing by the Queensland Audit Office.
2. That the Associations Incorporation Act 1981 be amended to make it clear that
incorporated associations cannot be used to receive or hold electoral campaign funds
which are intended to be applied for a member's benefit, either directly or indirectly.
3. That the Government consider amendment to disclosure timeframes to make the
disclosure of donations more contemporaneous with the receipt of the donation by the
candidate and others required to make a disclosure.
4. That the Government consider amendment to disclosure requirements in the Local
Government Electoral Act 2011 and the Local Government Act 2009 to align the
threshold obligations for reporting.
5. That the Government expand the regulation of donations to include the expenditure
of donations and a requirement to account for unspent donations by either only using
the funds for campaign purposes or transferring them to a registered charity.
6. That the Government strengthen the obligation upon councillors, Chief Executive
Officers and senior executive employees (relevant persons) to declare funds, gifts or
benefits provided to another entity which could be perceived to provide the relevant
person with a benefit.
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Review panel
The Government's response to this report has been informed, in part, by a Review
Panel, which was established to assist the Department of Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning consider the six recommendations and develop options for
legislative reform. The Review Panel consisted of representatives of the Local
Government Association of Queensland, the Electoral Commission of Queensland, the
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet and the Department of Justice and Attorney-General. The Review
Panel met three times during April and May 2016.
In an addition to the six CCC recommendations, the review panel also considered an
additional proposal, to strengthen the requirements around the use of a candidate's
dedicated bank account so that a candidate's dedicated account can only be used for
gifts and loans received and expenditure made for campaign purposes.
Government response
The Government response deals directly with the six recommendations made by the
CCC.
CCC Recommendation
1. That associations incorporated or
unincorporated not be permitted to
use any official title (such as Mayor)
in the name unless it is a controlled
entity and therefore subject to
auditing by the Queensland Audit
Office.

Queensland Government response
Accept.

2. That the Associations Incorporation
Act 1981 be amended to make it
clear that incorporated associations
cannot be used to receive or hold
electoral campaign funds which are
intended to be applied for a
member's benefit, either directly or
indirectly.

Accept.

3. That the government consider
amendment to disclosure timeframes
to make the disclosure of donations
more contemporaneous with the
receipt of the donation by the
candidate and others required to
make a disclosure.

Accept, with the Government also endorsing
that a real-time online system to disclose local
government election donations be
implemented, consistent with the system that
will be adopted for state government elections .
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4. That the government consider
amendment to disclosure
requirements in the Local
Government Electoral Act 2011 and
the Local Government Act 2009 to
align the threshold obligations for
reporting .

5. That the government expand the
regulation of donations to include the
expenditure of donations and a
requirement to account for unspent
donations by either only using the
funds for campaign purposes or
transferring them to a registered
charity.

Accept.
The Government proposes local government
candidates disclose gifts above $500. This
threshold is lower than the $1000 threshold for
State candidates. Because of the nature of
local government decision-making and the real
ability for a councillor to have a say on local
matters such as planning applications, this
lower threshold is reasonable and is supported
by the Local Government Association of
Queensland.
Accept in part.
The Government endorsed that unspent
campaign donations be either held for
campaign purposes at a later point or that the
donations are transferred to a registered
charity or are returned to the relevant political
party.
The Government also endorsed the additional
proposal considered by the Review Panel to
strengthen the requirements around the use of
a candidate's dedicated bank account so that a
candidate's dedicated account can only be
used for gifts and loans received and
expenditure made for campaign purposes. This
requirement will make it easier to trace
campaign expenditure and ensure compliance
with legislative requirements. While this
requirement does not exist for State
candidates, it is supported by the Local
Government Association of Queensland.
The Government did not endorse the proposal
to require local government candidates to
lodge an expenditure return in addition to a
donations return . The administrative burden of
that requirement outweighs any additional
public benefit given the vast majority of
candidates spend minimal amounts, mainly on
advertising . This is particularly the case given
local government candidates are not entitled to
public funding for electoral expenditure, unlike
candidates at state elections.
Furthermore, it is considered that the additional
4
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amendment to strengthen the requirements
around the use of a candidate's dedicated
bank account would address the underlying
fundamental concerns raised by the CCC
about the dual use of a dedicated account
more effectively than imposing a requirement
for an expenditure return.

6. That the government strengthen the
obligation upon councillors, chief
executive officers and senior
executive employees (relevant
persons) to declare funds, gifts or
benefits provided to another entity
which could be perceived to provide
the relevant person with a benefit.

Not supported.
Requiring councillors, chief executive officers
and senior executive employees to declare
funds, gifts or benefits provided to another
entity which could be perceived to provide
them with a reputational benefit would be
impracticable and difficult to enforce.
In no other Australian jurisdiction are
councillors or mayors required to disclose on
their Register of Interests any funds, gifts or
benefits provided to another entity that could
be perceived to provide them with a
reputational benefit. In Queensland, Members
of Parliament are not required to disclose such
funds, gifts or benefits on their Registers of
Interest.

Legislative amendments will be prepared to implement the Government response.
These include:
• changes to the Associations Incorporation Act 1981 to make it clear that
incorporated associations cannot be used to receive or hold electoral campaign
funds which benefit a member of the association
• the Local Government Electoral Act 2011 will be amended to ensure consistency
between the disclosure requirements of candidates and sitting councillors. The
Local Government Electoral Act 2011 will be amended to require real-time online
disclosure of electoral donations for local government elections
• there will also be new legislative provisions requiring candidates, groups of
candidates or third parties to account for unspent donations.

I
I
5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I

YEAR

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

22-23

23-24

Capital expenditure

7

177

288

795

1,065

1,376

1,238

349

75

Operating expenditure

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

47

Sale of surplus land

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(205)

(29)

TOTAL

7

177

288

794

1,065

1,376

1,238

144

93

Table 7: Summary of Cashflows Included in Financial Analysis (Outturn $ Million)

2.7.1.

Net Cost of Additional Services and Complementary Growth Projects

The costs associated with additional services and complementary growth and enabling projects are not
included in the financial and affordability analysis for the CRR Project. As discussed in Section 19.5.3, these
projects and services will be funded separately but have been included here to provide a more complete
picture of all potential costs associated with the CRR Project

36

.

Table 8 shows the costs and revenues associated with the additional services and projects.

REAL

OUTTURN

NPV

($MILLION)

($MILLION)

{$M ILLION)

Farebox revenue

-881

-1,706

-554

Rollingstock acquisition (up-front)

182

225

176

Rollingstock acquisition (ongoing)

325

713

302

1,618

4,460

1,483

304

808

279

2

4

1

1,550

4,504

1,687

Northern surface stations and signalling works

203

235

198

Northern surface works land acquisition

34

36

33

Northern surface works risk (P90)

37

44

36

ETCS L2 establishment

85

104

82

359

419

349

CASHFLOW ITEM

Additional services

Rollingstock operations
Additional services operating risk (P90)
Farebox collection

NET COST

Complementary growth and enabling projects

NET COST

36

All costs associated with additional services and complementary and enabling projects are considered within the economic analysis (see Chapter 9:
Economic Analysis).
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QUEENSLAND
GOl'EHNMENT

Deputy Premier
Minister for Transport1 .Minister for Infrasfructure1
Local Government and Plaiming and Minister for Trade
- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

4 MAY 2015
Mr Ian Walker MP
Member for Mansfield
12 Mount Gravatt-Capalaba Road
UPPER MOUNT GRAVATT QLD 4122
Dear Mr ~ttfur'

~

]'()MI

Thank you for your email of 30 March 2015 requesting an update of the status of the review of
the South East Queensland Regional Plan. 2009-2031 (SEQRP).
As you are aware, the review of the SEQRP has been underway since mid 2013. Under the
previous government, it was originally anticipated that the SEQRP would be released for public
consultation in mid 2014. However, that government made the decision to extend the program
for the review of the SEQRP into mid 2015.
This government sympathises with the res.idents of both the Mansfield community and the
broader South East Queensland region that have been waiting for the release of a draft
SEQRP for some time. The government remains committed to delivering a fair and credible
regional plan that is underpinned by the principles of collaborative planning, community
engagement and transparent decision mal~ing .
The strategic direction of the new SEQ RP is currently being considered in the context of this
government's commitment to respond to the growth aspirations of local governments and the
community of South East Queensland. Pending resolution of this issue, it is anticipated the
new draft SEQRP Will be released for public consultation later in 2015.
If you require any further information; please contact Mr Matt Collins, Chief of Staff in my office
on 3719 7100.

Yo rs sincerely

JACKIE TRAD MP _
DEPUTY PREMIER .
Minister for Transport, Minister for Infrastructure,
Local Government and Planning and Minister for Trade

Level .12 Executive Building

ioo George Street Brisbane
PO .Oox 15009 City Ea~t
Queensland 4002 Australia

Telephone +6). 7 ·3719 7100
Email deputy.premler@mlnisterlal.qld.gov.au

/at/~d.

J. Ht/}t.,r
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Research Brief
Research and Information Service

For

Mrs Jo-Ann Miller, MP

Attention

Mr Stephen Axe

Request

Council-owned companies

Date

1 July 2016

Thank you for your request for information in relation to companies owned by Queensland Councils.
In particular companies owned by the top 15 Councils as ranked by the Independent Remuneration
Tribunal, including their :
•

organisational structures and ownership

•

reporting structures

•

current financial performance

•

type of business and business relationships, and

•

transparency and accountability arrangements covering council owned companies.

Summary
•

Queensland's 15 largest councils/ local government authorities (LGAs) under the Local
Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal ' s categorisation are provided. Brisbane
City Council is not categorised by the tribunal but is included in this brief.

•

Most of the 15 councils operate controlled entities (council owned companies) . Brisbane City
Council and Ipswich City Council have the largest number of controlled entities. A list of
controlled entities for each council is provided .
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•

The Queensland Audit Office (QAO) conducts an annual financial audit of all local
governments in Queensland . This contains detailed information about transparency and
accountability in local government.

•

The QAO has also investigated evidence of fraud in local government.

•

Detailed information regarding each Ipswich City Council controlled entity is not easily
accessible . Local government controlled entities are not required to release financial
information .

•

The controlled entity directorships held by Mayor Paul Pisasale and Councillor Paul Tully are
provided .

Council owned companies
Remuneration
The Local Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal (the Tribunal) was established under
the Local Government Act 2009 (Qld) .1 The Tribunal determines the remuneration paid to mayors
and councillors in local government . 2 This is dependent on several demographic and geographic
factors. 3 These factors provide the basis for categorising councils . Each category provides a set pay
structure for local government positions. 4 14 Queensland councils (or Local Government Authorities
- LGAs) are in Category 4 and above . Brisbane City Council (BCC) is not categorised by the Tribunal. 5
Table 1 provides a summary of pay rates for mayors and councillors in the 15 largest LGAs (including
BCC) .

1

Queensland, Departme nt of Infra st r uctu re, Loca l Government and Planning, Remun eration and Discipline

Tribunal. 10 November 2015 .
2

Queensland, Departm ent of Infrastructure, Local Governm ent and Planning, Local go vernment categories, 26

June 2015 .
3

Qu eensland, Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, Local government categories. 26

June 2015.
4

Queensland , Local Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal Report 2015, 11 December 2015, p 6.

5

Qu eensla nd, Local Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal Report 2015, 11 Decembe r 2015, p 15.
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Table 1. Queensland councils remuneration (category 4 and above)

Council remuneration by council category and position (from 1 July 2016)
Salary
Category Council
Position

4

Bundaberg Regional Council

Mayor

Fraser Coast Regional Council

Councillor

$145 624
$84 308

Gladstone Regional Council
Rockhampton Regional Council

s

Cairns Regional Council

Mayor

Mackay Regional Council

Councillor

$168 617
$99 638

Redland City Council
Toowoomba Regional Council

6

7

Ipswich City Council

Mayor

$191610

Townsville City Council

Councillor

$114 966

Logan City Cou nci I

Mayor

$214 604

Moreton Bay Regional Council

Councillor

$130 295

Mayor

$237 597

Councillor

$141 791

Mayor

$247 722

Councillor

$150134

Sunshine Coast Regional Council
Gold Coast City Cou nci I

8

Brisbane City Council*

Source : Queensland, Local Government Remuneration and Discipline Tribunal Report 2015, 11 December 2015,
p 15 ; S Vogler and R Deutrom , 'Pay day for our pol lies -Tribunal grants rises, back pay', Courier Mail, 13
Jan ua ry 2016, p 4.
* pay rates as at 27 June 2016.

Controlled entities
Table 2 displays controlled entities for the 15 largest LGAs in Queensland . The table provides entities
controlled by one local government only. A list of entities controlled by multiple LGAs or a
partnership between local government(s) and one or more public sector entities is available through
the Queensland Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning website .
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Table 2. 15 largest Queensland LGAs - controlled entities
Queensland LGAs controlled entities
Council
Fraser Coast Regional Council
Gladstone Regional Council
Rockhampton Regional Council
Cairns Regional Council
Mackay Regional Council
Redland City Council

Company name
Wide Bay Water Corporation
Widelinx Pty Ltd
The Rockhampton Art Ga llery Trust
Cairns Regional Gallery Limited
Mackay Region Enterprises Pty Ltd
Redland Investment Corporation Pty Ltd

Ipswich Arts Foundation
Ipswich Arts Foundation Trust
Ipswich City Developments Enterprises Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Investments Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd

Sunshine Coast Regional Council

Invest Logan Pty Ltd
SunCentral Maroochydore Pty Ltd
Sunshine Coast Events Centre Pty Ltd
Broadbeach All iance Limited
Citipac International Pty Ltd

Gold Coast City Council

art gallery
business investment
mining
business investment
performing arts charity
community arts organisation
theatre

Em pi re Theatres Pty Ltd
Jondaryan Wool shed Pty Ltd
Toowoomba and Surat Basin Enterprise Pty Ltd

Logan City Counci I

airport
art gallery

Redheart Pty Ltd

Em pi re Theatres Projects Pty Ltd

Ipswich City Council

telephone/internet

Gladstone Airport Corporation

Empire Theatres Foundation

Toowoomba Regional Council

Business type
water distribution

Connecting Southern Gold Coast Ltd
Gold Coast Arts Centre Pty Ltd
Gold Coast City Council Insurance Company Ltd
BCC Shelf One Pty Ltd
Brisbane Green Heart CitySmart Pty Ltd
Brisbane Marketing Pty Ltd
Brisbane Powerhouse Foundation
Brisbane Powerhouse Pty Ltd

Woolshed/visitor attraction
bu siness investment/economic
development
art gallery investment
investment fund
business investment
governance body for commercial
partnership
business investment - council revenue
property investment and development
for council revenue
business investment
urban development
conference centre
urban promotion and development
Liquidated
tourism and economic development
cultural facility
insurance
arts and entertainment
business development/sustainability
marketing
arts funding
arts venue

Brisbane Tolling Pty Ltd
Brisbane City Council

City of Brisbane Investment Corporation Pty Ltd
City Parklands Trans it ion Services Pty Ltd
City Super Pty Ltd

business investment
operational and marketing services
superannuation consultant
museum

Museum of Brisbane Pty Ltd
Museum of Brisbane Trust
Riverfestival Brisbane Pty Ltd
TradeCoast Land Pty Ltd

museum funding and investment
Brisbane Festiva/event organisation I
urban and business development

Source: Compiled by Parliamentary Library using information derived from Queensland Department of
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Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, council annual reports and council websites. 6

Ipswich City Council
Table 3 displays the recent financial performance of Ipswich City Council controlled entities.

Table 3. Ipswich City Council controlled entities financial statement 2014-15

Controlled Entity

Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd
Ipswich City De velopments Pty Ltd*
Ipswich City Developments Enterprises Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Investments Pty Ltd
Ipswich Arts Foundation
Ipswich Arts Foundation Trust

Revenue
2015
2014
$'000s
$'000s
5215
2011
8
1543
91
145

5118
52
8
1310
97
249

Expenses
2014
2015
$'000s
$'000s
8700
1675
6
166
103
95

8057
133
5
7
53
77
255

Profit/Loss
2015
2014
$'000s
$'000s
-5485
386
-3
1377
-12

so

-2919
-86
-4
-4
1257
20
-13

Assets
2015
2014
$'000s
$'000s
51385
10808
118
4291
484
307

50704
1418
1
121
2945
457
292

Liabilities
2014
2015
$'000s
$'000s
54 614
10476
4
21
51
19

*Control l ed entity deregi stered on 21June2016

Source: Compiled by Parliamentary Library using information from the Ipswich City Council 2014-15 Annual
Report. 7

Ipswich Arts Foundation and Ipswich Arts Foundation Trust
The leadership structure of Ipsw ich Arts Foundation is displayed in Figure 1.

6

Queensland, Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, 'Local government controlled

entities', Local Government Bulletins, 7 April 2016.
7

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 181.
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58470
1427
5
5
52
13
8

Figure 1. Ipswich Arts Foundation Board
Ipswich Aris Foundation Board
TRUSTEES

>

>

Mayor Paul Pisasale
Mr John Goddard
Mr Paul Cases

DIRECTORS

Patron

Mayor Paul Pisasale. City of Ipswich

Immediate Past President

His Honour Judge Sandy Horneman-Wren SC

President
Deputy President

Councillor CharLie Pisasale. Division 8. Ipswich City Council

Honorary Treasurer

Mr Michael Beckmann Ipswich Art Gallery
Councillor Andre\11 Antornolli Division 7. Ipswich City Council

Directors
>

Mr Jeff Budgen Kobold Group

>

Ms Louise Litchfield. North Partners

>

Professor Alan Rix. The University of Oueenslancl

Source: Ipswich Art Gallery, Ipswich Arts Foundation , (accessed on 28 June 2016) .

•

Mayor Paul Pisasale is one of the Ipswich Arts Foundation trustees and listed as a director.

•

Trustee Mr Paul Casos is the Executive Chairman of Ipswich Events Corporation .8

•

Several Ipswich City Councillors are listed as directors .

The Ipswich Arts Foundation Trust raises funds through 'grants, subscriptions, philanthropy and
sponsorships.' 9 From 1997-2009, approximately $9 million was raised by the trust and the Ipswich
Arts Foundation . 10
The Foundation was initially formed to secure funds for the construction of Ipswich Art Gallery. It is

8

Ipswich Events Corporation Limited , Our Team - Ipswich Events Corporation Board, (accessed on 28 June

2016).
9

Ipswich City Council, Ipswich Arts Foundation enhancing city image, 10 November 2009.

10

Ipswich City Council, Ipswich Arts Foundation enhancing city imag e, 10 Novemb er 2009.
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currently used for the 'continued development of cultural facilities within the Ipswich region.' 11

Ipswich City Developments Enterprises Pty Ltd
Following the de-registration of Ipswich City Developments Pty Ltd, 12 the organisation was replaced
by Ipswich City Developments Enterprises Pty Ltd, which was incorporated on 5 December 2013.
Ipswich City Developments Enterprises Pty Ltd 'was formed to provide a business vehicle to support
the development activities of Ipswich City Council.' 13

Ipswich City Enterprises Investments Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Investments Pty Ltd was established in October 2007 to generate additional
revenue for Ipswich City Council. Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd acquired the company through
purchasing its one share for $1. 14
The company has a 50% stake in the Services Queensland joint venture . Services Queensland
provides customer services for residents in Ipswich City Council. 15 The identity of the Services
Queensland joint venture partner is unclear from Ipswich City Council's annual report. Services
Queensland is the trading name for Ipswich City Enterprises & Partnerships Australia Pty Ltd and
Prevwood Pty Ltd (ABN 39 355 348 609). 16
Current company information is available for purchase from ASIC Connect for a fee ($9.00). A
current company extract of this type contains information such as registration details, address
details, office holders (directors and other roles), appointed auditor, ultimate holding company,
share information and members.
Prevwood Pty Ltd is an Australian Proprietary Company, Limited by Shares which has been registered
in Newstead, Queensland since 8 August 2006. It has an ABN number (70 121119 720) but is not
currently registered for Goods and Services Tax (GST).
The Services Union has investigated links between Prevwood and other LGAs. 17 The union's webpage

11

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 182.

12

Australian Securities and Investments Commission, Ipswich Citv Developments Pty Ltd ACN 155 142 288,

(accessed on 28 June 2016).
13

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 182.

14

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 181.

15

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 181;

16

Australian Business Register, ABN Lookup, (accessed on 28 June 2016).

17

The Services Union, Mackay Regional Council - What is Northern Services Australia?, 10 November 2014
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provides a link to the ASIC- Current & Historical Extract for Prevwood Pty Ltd . The ultimate holding
company for Prevwood is Local Government Association of Queensland Limited {LGAQ). Two
Directors are named as Current Company Officers: Gregory Hallam and Brent Reeman . Mr Hallam is
also nominated as the company secretary.
A search of the Australian Government ASIC and ABN registers shows that Prevwood is a company
owned by LGAQ and it is involved in many joint ventures and partnerships with different business
names and trading names .

Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd was formed in 2000 and purchased by Ipswich City Council for $1.
The company is 'a business vehicle to support the commercial activities of Ipswich City Council.' 18
•

The Australian Business Register shows several associated business names {in particular,
1860 and Fire Station 101).

Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd
Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd was formed in 2009 to generate additional revenue for Ipswich City
Council. In particular, the company is focused on development projects aimed at improving the CBD
of lpswich . 19

Transparency and accountability for council-owned companies
Financial Audits
The Queensland Minister for Local Government is required to advise the Treasurer and AuditorGeneral when a controlled entity is established by a local government authority. Local governments
must advise the Department of Local Government, Community Recovery and Resilience when a
controlled entity is created or discontinued.
Under the Auditor-Genera/ Act 2009 (Qld) the finances of all public sector entities - including
controlled entities - are audited annually. 20
Accountability for controlled entities is determined by the relationship between a local government
and controlled entities:

18

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014 -2015, 2015, p 181.

19

Ipswich City Council, Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 181.

20

Queensland, Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, 'Local government controlled

entities', Local Government Bulletins, 7 April 2016 .
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For the purposes of the A-G Act, control means the capacity of an entity to dominate decision
making, directly or indirectly, in relation to the financial and operating policies of another
entity so as to enable the other entity to operate with it in pursuing the objectives of the
controlling entity.
Control over an entity is presumed to exist when one entity has direct or indirect ownership of
more than half the voting power of the other entity. However control can be gained in a
variety of ways, including acquiring the assets of another entity or controlling the
management of the entity.
Whether or not control exists can be subjective. Determ ination of the existence of control
may require professional judgement. 21

The Queensland Audit Office (QAO) produces an annual report summarising the financial audit of
the 77 local government authorities in Queensland . The Results of audit: Local government entities

2014-15 was released in May 2016. 22
The report highlights the different legislative framework that controlled entities operate under:
Controlled entities do not have to comply with the local government legislative framework.
For example, controlled entities do not have to comply with the contracting or code of
competitive conduct provisions of local government legislation. The code of competitive
conduct has specific requirements for council businesses competing with the private sector.
Controlled entities are also generally tax-exempt: of these only local government corporatised
entities pay a notional tax-equivalent to their parent council.
As a result, councils who control the operating policies of these entities have more
operational freedom than they would have if they delivered the service through an internal
business unit of the council. 23

The report suggests that '[t]he legislated disclosure requirements in relation to business activities
are generally not well understood by councils .' 24 It also states that ' [t]he financial statements [of
controlled entities] do not have to be made publicly available, unlike those of some other
Queensland government-controlled entities .' 25

21

Queensland, Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Plann ing, ' Local government controlled

entities', Local Government Bulletins, 7 April 2016.
22

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16), May

2016.
23

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16), May

2016, p 5.
24

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16), May

2016, p 5.
25

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16), May

2016, p 26.
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The QAO qualifies its audit opinions 'when part or all of the financial statements do not comply with
relevant legislative requirements and/or Australian accounting standards.' 26 For Ipswich City Council,
the Ipswich Mayor's Community Fund had previously received a qualified opinion from the QAO,
though 'new processes in the current year ... ensure that donation revenue is appropriately
controlled .' 27
The overall QAO audit results for Ipswich City Council are displayed in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Queensland Audit Office - results of audit for Ipswich City Council

Ipswich City Council

23.10.2015

26.10.2015

u

No

·---------------------------------·---Ipswich Arts
Foundation

09.09.20 '15

17.09 2015

u

NIA

Ipswich Arts
Foundation
Trust

30.09.2015

01 .1 0.2015

u

NIA

Ipswich City
Developments
Enterprises Pty
Ltd

15.09.2015

17.09-2015

u

NIA

Ipswich City
Enterprises
Investments Ply
Ltd

08.09.2015

17.09 .2015

u

NIA

Ipswich City
Enterprises Pty
Ltd

08.09.2015

17.09.2015

u

N/A

Ipswich City
Properties Pty
Ltd

15.09.2015

17.09.2015

u

NIA

,/

,/

--------------------------------·-------··-----·---Source: Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16),
May 2016, p 69 .

26

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16), May

2016, p 13.
27

Queensland Audit Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16). May

2016, p 17.
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•

In the opinion column, 'U' represents an unmodified opinion, suggesting no errors were
found in the council' s financial reports.

Three additional audits by arrangements were conducted for Ipswich City Council entities . The
results of these audits are displayed in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Queensland Audit Office - audits by arrangement for Ipswich City Council

Audits by arrangement
Ipswich Mayor's Carols
by Candlelight Fund Inc.

28.09.2015

29.09.2015

E*

N/A

Ipswich Mayor's
Community Fund Inc.

28 .09.2015

22. 10.201 5

Q E*

NIA

City of Ipswich
Com munity Fund Trust

28.09.2015

29.09.201 5

E*

NIA

Source: Quee nsland Audit Office, Results ofoudit: local government entities 2014-15 (Report 17: 2015-16) ,

May 2016, p 74.

•

T represents unmodified with emphasis of matter.

•

'Q E' represents qualified with emphasis of matter. The reasons for this qualification were
outlined previously.

•

For the three additional audits, the QAO issued '[a]n emphasis of matter paragraph . . . to
alert users of the financial statements to the fact that special purpose financial statements
had been prepared. ' 28

Fraud
The QAO' s Fraud Management in Local Government report suggests that '[m]ost councils are not
effective in managing their fraud risks-fraud and corruption is happening in councils, but few
understand sufficiently how widespread it is, or what it costs them .' 29
The QAO concludes:
The local government sector experiences a significant level of fraudulent and corrupt activity,
but it is difficult to accurately quantit y the extent of the problem. Th is is because councils

28

Queen sl and Aud it Office, Results of audit: local government entities 2014-15 (Re port 17: 2015-16), M ay

2016, p 74 .
29

Queensland Audit Office, Fraud Management in Local Government (Repo rt 19: 2014-15) , 2015, p 1.
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keep poor records and there are inconsistencies in how, and to which authorities, fraud
matters must be reported. 30

The report does not identify specific councils. However, data covering the incidence of fraud is
provided for council regions . Figure 4 displays this information.
Figure 4. Queensland Audit Office - alleged and confirmed fraud by council regions
Council
region

No. of
councils
in region

Coastal

--- .

-~.--

15

·-·-----··-·

.

Indigenous

No. who
responded
to survey

No. who
responded
to being a
victim of
fraud

14

7

25

Value of
alleged
frauds

$1493751

Rural/regional
Rura l/remote

Number of
confirmed
frauds

Value of
confirmed
frauds

98

$"125 676

·--------·---·

--·---,~-·---------·

17
10
··----·-----·
·13
15

Resources

No. of
alleged
frauds

3

2

$4 237 236

3

$20 "1 449

6

5

$1 298 000

5

$325 802

7

$2 011

9

9

4

$835

"13

·12

2

$1 000

$7 627

...........---·-·------··----·---

South-east
Queensland

8
..............._....,,.,,.,_,__

Totals

77

8

6

96

$3 "18 006

80

$6'18 300

28

130

$7 348 828

194

$1 280 865

- --········ --·········· ____ ,,_,. __

66

Source: Queensland Audit Office, Fraud Management in Local Government (Report 19: 2014 -15), 2015, p 20.
•

The value of confirmed frauds in South-east Queensland was higher than the value of
alleged frauds . The value of confirmed frauds was also the highest amongst all Queensland
regions .

Identity of council-owned company directors
For the reasons outlined in previous sections of this brief regarding the disclosure of controlled
entity details, information about the identity of council-owned company directors is not consistently
available. ASIC Registers provide fee-based access to company information, including council
controlled entities .
On the basis of publicly available information, it is possible to confirm the positions held by certain
Ipswich City councillors :
•

Mayor Paul Pisasale is a Director of several Ipswich City Council controlled entities:
o

30

Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd

Queensland Audit Office, Fraud Management in Local Government (Report 19: 2014 -15) , 2015, p 17.
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•

o

Ipswich City Developments Pty Ltd

o

Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd

o

Ipswich City Enterprises Investments Pty Ltd

o

Ipswich Motorsport Precinct Pty Ltd 31

Councillor Paul Tully is a:
o

Director of Ipswich City Developments Pty Ltd

o

Director of City of Ipswich Community Fund Ltd

o

Director at SE QLD Community Telco Limited

o

Chairman of Directors of Ipswich City Enterprises Pty Ltd

o

Chairman of Directors of Ipswich City Properties Pty Ltd . 32

Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of any further assistance .
Research and Information Service

QUEENSLAND PARLIAMENTARY SERVICE
Queensland Parliamentary library & Research Service
Parliament House
Cnr George and Alice Streets Brisbane Qld 4000
Ph: 07 3553 6222 Fax: 07 3553 6201
mailto: Ii brary. inquiries@parliament.qld.gov.au
web:

www.parliament.qld.gov.au

We value your feedback

31

Ipswich City Council, 'Current Responsibilities' , Mayor Paul Pisasale, (accessed on 1 July 2016).

32

Ipswich City Council, 'Cu rrent Responsibilities', Cr Paul Tully, (accessed on 1 July 2016) ; Ipswich City Council,

Annual Report 2014-2015, 2015, p 10.
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loc er to deliver
surplus in budget
..

Council achieves first financial plus since amalgamation
on track to a path or
long-term financial
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delivery.
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relocation of the Gatton
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Gatton West Industrial Zone
precinct, and will forgo
attendance at Australia's
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the Sydney Royal Easter
Show.n
As a result, Cr Milligan
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track to delivering a surplus
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Minister for State Development and Minister
for Natural Resources and Mines
• Answers to Questions on Notice
• Answers to Questions taken on Notice at the hearing
• Documents tabled at the hearing

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 1
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Fire Management – with reference to page 3 of the SDS and management of state
land, will the Minister please advise on the progress made this year in fire
management across state managed land?
ANSWER:
The Department of Natural Resources and Mines fire management program focuses
on the protection of human life, private property and public infrastructure.
To achieve this, the department assesses the fire risk for each of its parcels of state
land and, where required, implements fire risk mitigation measures tailored to the
particular situation.
These risk mitigation measures include fuel reduction burns during the cooler months
of the year, and mechanical treatment such as slashing where fuel reduction burning
is not appropriate or is not cost effective, along with the construction or maintenance
of fire breaks and control lines.
In addition to its fire risk mitigation activities, the Department of Natural Resources
and Mines maintains the operational capability to assume responsibility from
Queensland Fire and Emergency Services once any wildfires affecting its land have
been contained and secured. This work includes mopping up operations and fire
ground patrols to ensure that there is no re-ignition that would endanger neighbouring
properties.
In 2015‒16, the department—
• completed 170 fuel reduction burns covering an area of over 2400 hectares;
• slashed over 300 parcels of land;and,
• constructed and maintained over 1400 kilometres of fire breaks and control lines.
• managed 16 post-wildfire situations.
The department has continued to work in cooperation with other government
departments to provide a coordinated approach to fire management across all state
lands. This has included a number of hazard reduction burns undertaken in
coordination with other agencies that have adjoining or nearby land.
The department also works with local Queensland Fire and Emergency Service
brigades and councils to implement complementary risk-reduction programs to protect
local communities.
At the present time, the department is seeking every opportunity to complete its fuel
reduction burns during the cooler months of 2016. In the southern coastal section of
the state during May and June 2016, wetter than normal seasonal conditions have
impacted on fuel reduction burn operations; however, if necessary, greater use will be
made of slashing and fire breaks to address fire risks.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 2
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Abandoned Mines Program – with reference to page 5 of the SDS and the
Abandoned Mines Program, will the Minister please advise the committee how the
Government’s commitment to public safety and protection of the environment is
supported by the Abandoned Mines Program?
ANSWER:
The Queensland Government has confirmed its commitment to reduce and manage
public safety risks at abandoned mine sites across the state by allocating $42 million
over five years to the Abandoned Mine Lands Program.
Queensland has an estimated 3500 abandoned mines on state-owned land—most of
which very small; however, there are a number of larger sites where significant
mineral processing and smelting were carried out.
An abandoned mine feature is an individual physical attribute of a mine site, such as a
mine shaft, headframe or other old mining structure, a stockpile, dam or building.
As part of this government’s public risk reduction initiative, funds will be used to
progressively inspect and make safe features from historic mining which are close to
communities, to manage subsidence issues at Collingwood Park, and to manage the
impacts from large abandoned mine sites such as Mount Morgan.
Make safe works generally address hazards relating to individual mine features, and
include filling in abandoned mine shafts and removing hazards relating to historic
mining structures. Managing acidic runoff and seepage are also key activities for the
larger sites.
The Abandoned Mine Lands Program also provides an emergency first response with
specialised technical expertise for newly reported issues on abandoned mine sites—
such as shaft collapse and mine subsidence.
Issues are addressed on a risk-prioritised basis, with the program’s highest priority
assigned to human safety and health.
On 27 April this year, legislation commenced that gives the environmental regulator
greater powers to pursue companies, entities and individuals who fail to uphold their
environmental responsibilities for mine sites, including proper mine closure.
The Environmental Protection (Chain of Responsibility) Amendment Act 2016
received bipartisan support when introduced into Parliament, endorsing the
government’s crackdown on poor environmental performers.
Achievements by the Abandoned Mine Lands Program in 2015‒16 include:
•
In the Cloncurry, Ravenswood, Gilberton and Croydon areas, 582 features were
inspected—public risks were closed out for 536 features, including the backfilling
of 203 open shafts.
•
Under the Charters Towers and Gympie historic shaft repair programs,
33 subsidence reports were investigated, 14 collapsed shafts were made safe,
and 223 shaft and undermining search requests were completed.

•

At Mount Morgan—
—

575 million litres of water from the open-cut pit were treated and released,
reducing the water level to 2.84 meters below the spillway and increasing
the rainfall containment capacity to 1400 millimetres.

—

The operation of the water treatment plant, including the installation of an
extra water polishing circuit that eliminates the ongoing need for freshwater
supply to operate the plant was outsourced.

Following my commitment that the Department of Natural Resources and Mines
would undertake an engineering options study to investigate safe and cost-effective
ways for tourism experiences for the Mount Morgan Fireclay Caverns, a report on this
issue has been released on the Abandoned Mines Mount Morgan web page, and the
Department of Natural Resources and Mines is undertaking heritage impact studies to
address unsafe buildings on the mine site.
The Abandoned Mines team is also providing specialist assistance for the
management of the newly disclaimed mine sites of Texas Twin Hills, Collingwood Tin
and Mount Chalmers.
In summary, the Abandoned Mine Lands Program has delivered significant public
safety gains for the community, but there is a lot more to do. The funding commitment
this government has made will ensure that public risks continue to be progressively
reduced.
Between these new funds and the new environmental protection laws, the
Queensland Government has a comprehensive plan to manage existing abandoned
mines and avoid the number of abandoned mines increasing.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 3
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
SDAs - with reference to page 6 of the SDS and State Development Areas, will the
Minister please advise as to the benefits new SDAs will bring to the local and state
economy, and what new SDA areas his Department is investigating?

ANSWER:
The Office of the Coordinator-General continues to maximise economic opportunities
from the nine existing state development areas (SDAs) and also investigate opportunities
to plan new SDAs in Queensland to help facilitate economic development opportunities,
protect land for existing and emerging industries like biofuels, and facilitate common-user
infrastructure projects such as rail lines and water and gas pipelines.
SDAs have great potential to promote economic development as they provide the ability
to speed up economic development by dedicating land for specific industrial and
economic development purposes. SDAs also provide greater planning and development
certainty for industry through coordinated strategic planning, and streamlined
development assessment and decision making processes.
SDAs provide a unique opportunity to coordinate, plan and protect large areas of
strategically located land. There are currently nine SDAs in Queensland consisting of
industrial hubs for large-scale, heavy industry which are mainly located on the coast of
Queensland in proximity to railways, ports and/or major road networks, multi-user
infrastructure corridors for the co-location of linear infrastructure such as rail lines and gas
pipelines, or major public infrastructure works such as the Lady Cilento Children’s
Hospital.
SDAs also provide a process for compulsorily acquiring land within an SDA (if
necessary), and protect strategic land from encroachment from non-compatible uses. By
concentrating development in an SDA, environmental impacts, loss of amenity,
infrastructure duplication, and transport conflicts can also be minimised or avoided.
The benefits of an SDA include employment generation, contribution to the gross regional
product, and value added to land.
Further, the strategic benefits of an SDA include facilitating investment in infrastructure,
influencing strategic outcomes such as the establishment of new industry or expansion of
existing operations conducive to the strategic intent of the SDA, and better governance
and development certainty which contributes to reducing investment risk and provides
more certainty of land use rights for potential industry proponents.
The Queensland Government announced an investigation into the possibility of a new
SDA around the Port of Bundaberg in October 2015. The investigation included a
technical analysis of the economic development opportunities, physical and
environmental constraints, community and environmental impacts, and infrastructure
requirements associated with the proposal.

The Port of Bundaberg is expected to play a significant role as a catalyst for the future
growth of the Wide Bay Burnett region. The potential declaration of an SDA would
provide a location for regionally significant economic activities and preserve strategic land
for the long-term to prevent encroachment from incompatible uses. In addition to
exploring new trade opportunities, the proposed Bundaberg SDA could open the way for
significant investment and job opportunities for the Wide Bay Burnett region.
A boundary for the proposed Bundaberg SDA was developed as a result of technical
analysis which includes land suitable for port-related industries, industrial development,
environmental areas, and buffer areas. Community feedback is being sought by the
Coordinator-General until 25 July 2016 to assist the Queensland Government make a
decision on whether an SDA should be declared around the Port of Bundaberg and, if so,
the location of the SDA boundary.
Additionally the Coordinator-General continues to work more broadly with regional
officers to help identify other opportunities where the Coordinator-General’s State
Development Area powers can be utilised to help facilitate economic development and
job generation for regional Queensland.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 4
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Cape York Water Plan – with reference to page 3 of SDS and the water management
framework for Cape York, will the Minister please detail how he will ensure
environmental values are protected in the Cape, whilst promoting economic
opportunities and certainty for industry and traditional owners?
ANSWER:
The Queensland Government maintains a strong commitment to the sustainable
economic development of Queensland, in particular, Far North Queensland. The
commencement of a water planning process for Cape York is a key component to
achieving balanced development outcomes for the Cape York region.
The Cape York water resource plan will foster innovation and efficiency to help all
water users maximise the benefits while achieving sustainable water use. This will
bring security to existing water users, support future economic development and
protect the unique environmental values of the Cape.
As part of the planning process, a range of technical assessments will be undertaken,
including environmental, cultural heritage and values, and socio-economic.
Hydrological assessments, including assessments of potential climate change
impacts, will consist of analysis of both surface water and groundwater systems.
These assessments will provide the robust science that underpins the final water
resource plan.
The final water resource plan will ensure the area’s water resources are sustainably
managed and allocated to support economic, social, environmental and cultural
needs. Existing water entitlements will be clearly specified bringing a new level of
confidence and certainty to all water users. At the same time, the potential for the
allocation of additional water will be identified once the needs of other interests,
including those of the environment, have been addressed.
To protect natural ecosystems and existing water entitlements, a moratorium
restricting the take of surface water and groundwater in the plan area is now in place.
The moratorium maintains the status quo for existing water entitlements, thus allowing
planning to proceed on the basis of stable water use. The moratorium also prevents
pre-emptive applications or shifts to different water sources which can reduce
reliability for existing users and result in over allocation of the resource.
The views of Cape York communities are critical to developing a long-term strategy
for the sustainable allocation and management of water in Cape York. Public forums
have recently been held in key centres on the Cape, and I have called for the
participation of locals in the planning process through involvement in the Cape York
Water Consultation Group. These are the first of many opportunities to provide input
into the water planning process.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 5
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Sustainable Ports Masterplan – with reference to page 4 of the SDS, will the Minister
please outline to the committee the progress made on the master planning of priority
ports, including the development of guidelines for master planning, and how this is
fulfilling the Palaszczuk government’s election commitments?

ANSWER:
In March 2015, the Australian and Queensland Governments released the Reef 2050
Long Term Sustainability Plan (Reef 2050), the most comprehensive plan ever
developed to secure the health and resilience of the Great Barrier Reef for
generations to come.
The Palaszczuk government’s port development related election commitments were
incorporated into Reef 2050 and since March 2015, we have been advancing the
delivery of these actions.
On 20 November 2015, the Sustainable Ports Development Act 2015 commenced.
This legislation is a significant step for the Queensland Government in fulfilling its
Reef 2050 commitments and will ensure that the Outstanding Universal Value of the
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area (GBRWHA) is an intrinsic consideration in
future port development.
The Act restricts new port development in and adjoining the GBRWHA to within
current port limits and outside of commonwealth and state marine parks. The Act
prohibits major capital dredging for the development of new, or expansion of existing
port facilities in the GBRWHA outside of the priority ports of Gladstone, Abbot Point,
Townsville and Hay Point/Mackay, as well as prohibiting the sea-based disposal of
port-related capital dredge material within the GBRWHA. The Act also mandates
master planning at the priority ports.
We are progressing master planning for priority ports. To support the process and in
accordance with the Act, a guideline on priority port master planning is due to be
released in the near future. A draft guideline was released for public consultation in
February this year and submissions received have been considered in the
development of the final version.
The government is well underway on the preparation of a draft master plan for the
priority Port of Gladstone, with the issue of the Notice of Proposal under the Act to the
port authority and the local government in early 2016. Work has also commenced on
studies to inform master plan development for the priority ports of Abbot Point and
Townsville.
Preliminary work on master planning for the priority ports of Hay Point/Mackay is due
to start later this year.

All master plans are expected to be in place by the end of 2018 which is three years
after commencement of the Act.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 6
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Advanced Manufacturing – with reference to page 3 of the SDS and the government’s
election commitment to establish an Industry and Manufacturing Advisory Group (IMAG),
will the Minister please outline how fulfilling this election commitment will assist in the
development of advanced manufacturing across the State?

ANSWER:
In keeping with the government’s election commitment, I established the IMAG last
year and chaired the first meeting on 9 November 2015.
The IMAG comprises ten members chosen to reflect a broad range of experience in
industry and manufacturing in Queensland, particularly advanced manufacturing. The
provision of high-level advice from experienced senior leaders from across the sector
ensures that the government’s policies and programs address recognised industry
needs.
In 2014–15 manufacturing contributed around $20.3 billion to the Queensland
economy. Employment in this sector in June 2016 was approximately 169,000
people, mostly full time. Manufacturing in Queensland is diverse, ranging from food
and beverages, metal products, non-metallic mineral products, machinery and
equipment, petroleum, coal, chemical, polymer and rubber products, printing and
recorded media, textiles, clothing, furniture and wood and paper.
Queensland manufacturing has increased its share of national industry gross value
added from 16.8 per cent in 2004–05 to 19.7 per cent in 2014–15 (in current prices)
over the past decade. The sector comprises around 9 000 enterprises, the majority of
which are small and medium sized.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics data, quoted in the 2016 Australia Institute Report,
“Manufacturing (Still) Matters”, indicates that, manufacturing is the most innovationintensive sector in the whole economy with $4.8 billion spent on research and
development in 2013–14; more than any other sector of the economy. Moreover,
almost 5 per cent of manufacturing Gross Domestic Product is put into innovation;
four times the economy-wide average and higher than any other sector, including
professional and scientific services.
No country or state can be an innovation leader without an innovative manufacturing
sector and this is one of the key reasons why the Queensland Government is
supporting manufacturing in this state.

The Queensland Government has been developing an Advanced Manufacturing
Roadmap and Action Plan which I intend to release later this year. The Roadmap,
which is part of the government’s Advance Queensland program, aims to grow and
transform Queensland’s manufacturing industry from broad based manufacturing to
advanced manufacturing where businesses adopt world-best technologies, systems,
practices and processes to produce low-volume, high-value customised products in a
sustainable manner.
The IMAG has contributed substantially to the development of the Roadmap and
Action Plan by providing strategic and practical advice to the government on
emerging trends and issues impacting on the manufacturing and manufacturingrelated sectors.
This advice includes identifying ways to improve industry
productivity, capabilities and competitiveness within a global marketplace and
promoting the state’s manufacturing industry as truly innovative, solutions-oriented
and agile.
The members of the IMAG have a strong interest in how we continue to modernise
and grow the uptake of advanced and new technologies that act as enablers to
improve business performance and growth across Queensland and they will be
closely involved in the ongoing development and implementation of the Roadmap and
Action Plan once released.
I believe this group has already and will continue to make a significant contribution to
ensuring Queensland’s manufacturing industry becomes a world-leading industry and
is recognised as such.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 7
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Cooper Basin Licences – with reference to page 5 of the SDS and exploration
activities, will the Minister advise the committee of progress in the granting of
petroleum exploration tenures arising from the release of 11400sq kilometres of land
in the Cooper Basin in Western Queensland?
ANSWER:
When the Queensland Government released the Cooper Basin licence tender in May
2015, the world oil market was in considerable turmoil. The oil price had fallen from
slightly above $100/bbl in early 2014 to around $50/bbl. In the second and third
quarters, the price had risen to $60/bbl and plateaued at that level for several months.
The price then dropped again and touched $35/bbl. Today it is around $46/bbl.
The oil price is a very important reference point for world gas prices.
The release of the tender into such an uncertain environment was always going to
mean that the decision making around awarding the licences would be difficult. The
important consideration is to ensure that we maximize the financial benefit to the state
as we award licences.
Another important consideration is to ensure we get maximum exploration activity on
the licences to ensure reserves are brought to market as quickly as possible.
The release of the 2015 tender allowed us to gain an appreciation of the explorer’s
general interest in the Cooper Basin and to assess their appetite to expend
exploration dollars in the basin.
Following the crash in the oil price, the impact on gas prices was similar.
I am advised that worldwide explorers have reduced exploration expenditure by a
trillion dollars from the height of the oil price. This means competition for exploration
dollars is extremely tight.
The other thing to realise is that competition between countries and between
petroleum basins is affected by the physical nature of the basins.
While some people see parallels between the United States shale gas developments
and the Surat Basin coal seam gas development, a comparison of the Eagle Ford
basin in Texas shows it produces large quantities of oil and gas.
The Surat Basin reserves are dry gas, almost pure methane.
Even in times of low oil prices, a field that is producing oil and wet gas has a distinct
advantage over dry gas.

While the Cooper Basin does produce oil, it is not prolific.
As I have said, the decision making for the release of acreage for the Cooper Basin
tender has been difficult and has taken some time.
We have sought to maintain a dialogue with the industry.
I spoke with the industry at the successful annual conference in Brisbane in April.
I met with the industry through my Resources Roundtable.
Only yesterday I attended a meeting of the Industry Leadership Group of the liquefied
natural gas producers.
I am pleased to say that it was out of these types of meetings with the industry that
we were able to develop the reduction in exploration expenditure obligation initiative.
Through this initiative, we have halved petroleum companies’ expenditure obligations.
Not only does this release a financial burden on often small explorers, but it also
allows them to hang on to acreage that they have already started to explore so we
keep that intellectual property alive.
The state of the world petroleum industry means we must be careful in managing the
state’s resources.
No-one should under-estimate or dismiss the remarkable achievement of this state
both under Labor and under the LNG in developing a world first and world scale coal
seam gas to liquefied natural gas industry in less than a decade

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 8
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Queen’s Wharf Project – with reference to page 6 of the SDS and Queen’s Wharf,
the Minister advise the committee of the progress of the Queen’s Wharf project and
benefits expected from the construction and operation of the project, including
Government’s efforts to ensure that the benefits of the project are felt outside
Brisbane City area?

will
the
the
the

ANSWER:
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane is a transformational project. Its benefits are in many forms.
It will propel Brisbane’s tourism, leisure and luxury residential offerings forward through
the revitalisation of an underutilised inner city precinct.
This world-class development plans to deliver more than $3 billion in investment, creating
thousands of jobs and delivering an annual additional 1.4 million tourists to the state.
The development will, over the course of construction, offer up to 3 000 construction jobs
and when fully functioning (2022 and beyond) more than 8 000 operational jobs.
The Queensland Investment Corporation estimates that with flow-on jobs, when
operational, the jobs number will be more like 11 500.
Queen’s Wharf Brisbane’s physical benefits will include an Iconic Arc building with a sky
deck, five premium hotels, 50 restaurants and bars, a moonlight rooftop cinema, 12
football fields of public space and approximately 2 000 residential apartments.
However, while this is geographically an exciting Brisbane CBD project, it is one the
government is keen to be a catalyst for opportunity right across the state.
Pleasingly, the proponents are publicly identifying that what they want is a Queenslandthemed and focused development.
For example, Ritz Carlton has said it does not want a Paris-styled oak-panelled hotel,
they want the world to experience Queensland colours, foods and our lifestyle when
guests stay at their new 6-star hotel.
When it opens in five-years time, Queen’s Wharf Brisbane will transform the city and
state, but the government is working with industry now to truly maximise the benefits
projects like this will bring.
In line with this, on 12 July the Department of State Development’s Major Projects Series
was launched in Brisbane.

The booked-out launch in Brisbane was the first of 10 forums across the state where the
government is working with the Queen’s Wharf Brisbane proponents to help Queensland
businesses to learn and plan how to secure some of the opportunities that are on offer –
both in the construction and operational phases.
In response to the Queen’s Wharf Brisbane progress, the site will be handed over on
1 January 2017, and design, planning and engagement processes are progressing as
planned.
The state brought forward a $30 million refurbishment for Brisbane’s Riverside
Expressway and these preliminary onsite works continue.
The Expressway refurbishment means a maintenance-free period of at least 20 years.
More than 60 Roadtek workers and local contractors have been involved.
The Department of State Development has also been working closely with tenants
currently within the Queen’s Wharf Brisbane precinct in readiness for the 1 January 2017
handover.
Methodically, the department has been engaging with tenants since 2013 and continues
to work with them to secure agreeable outcomes.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 9
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
IRDs – with reference to page 6 of the SDS and Integrated Resort Developments, will the
Minister advise the committee of the progress of projects awarded regional Integrated
Resource Development status?

ANSWER:
Queen’s Wharf is progressing well and everything is on track to hand the site over to
Destination Brisbane Consortium on 1 January 2017. Engagement and negotiations
continue with the two regional Integrated Resort Developments, Aquis in Cairns and ASF
on The Spit at the Gold Coast.
Queen’s Wharf reached contractual close on 16 November last year.
This was a major milestone and since then design, early works, engagement and
planning have continued. As well, the state brought forward a $30 million refurbishment
for Brisbane’s Riverside Expressway and preliminary onsite works continue.
From there a demolition process will begin and by 2022 the world-class $3 billion
integrated resort in this underutilised area of our great city will be ready to begin
operation.
As for the two other regional Integrated Resort Developments, the Department of State
Development continues to work with proponents to develop their proposals. Important
decisions like these need a proper and rigorous process.
Aquis has refined its proposal during the year and the department will continue to work
with Aquis to facilitate its proposal.
ASF also continues to engage with the state for its proposed project on The Spit. An
interim proposal has been provided to the department and is currently being assessed.
In regard to the demand for Integrated Resort Development proposals in other parts of
the state, I told Parliament in March if one or both of the current regional Integrated
Resort Development proposals does not go ahead, the government may go back to
market seeking expressions of interest for the available regional licences.
However, should that happen there will be strict criteria.
The success of any proposed regional Integrated Resort Development is dependent on
increased international tourism.

That said, the Queensland Government’s position is that the location of any new
Integrated Resort Development in regional Queensland must:
• include significant capital investment and must commence construction within 18
months of contractual close
• be in, or within close proximity to, a major population centre with a catchment of no
fewer than 150 000 people within a 70 kilometre radius from the city centre.
The project must contain two elements. One, it must have an operational international
airport or an airport capable of being upgraded to international standard with capacity to
process high tourist volumes so that the target market is international rather than
domestic.
Secondly, it must have well-established transport networks and have significant existing
tourism infrastructure with identified growth potential.
This policy will ensure the maximisation of jobs and economic growth; the core focus of
the Palaszczuk Government.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 10
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
Native Title – with reference to page 3 of the SDS, what has the Minister done to
ensure the resolution of native title claims?
ANSWER:
Since the Native Title Act 1993 commenced in 1994, there have been 134 native title
determinations in Queensland—117 of these have been consent determinations.
For the 12 months to 30 June 2016, there were 14 native title determinations in
Queensland—two in response to non-claimant applications and the remaining 12 by
consent. Of these 12 consent determinations:
—
five were a mixture of exclusive and non-exclusive native title in the entire
determination area;
—
seven were for non-exclusive native title only in the entire determination area—
two of which included areas where it was determined that native title did not
exist.
A total area of land of approximately 23,932 square kilometres was determined by
consent in the last financial year.
Consent determinations generally save all parties time and money.
Where native title is determined to exist, future activities on the land must comply with
processes under the Native Title Act, which can have time and cost burdens for all
parties.
The Queensland Government recognises the value of negotiating indigenous land
use agreements in concert with claims headed for a consent determination.
These agreements allow parties to go beyond what is possible under a bare
determination and to create an environment for future economic development
opportunities by:
—
validating grants that may not have been done validly under the Native Title Act;
—
confirming the consent of the native title holders to a range of future acts, such
as tenure upgrades;
—
providing for the surrender of native title rights and interests to allow the grant of
freehold;
—
providing for a share in revenue from the sale of unallocated state land;
—
managing the exercise of native title rights and interests in certain types of
protected areas under the Nature Conservation Act 1992; and
—
in some cases, resolving compensation.
The use of agreements gives certainty to all parties and reduces transaction costs
traditionally associated with obtaining native title consent.

Three of the 2015‒16 financial year’s 12 consent determinations incorporated
indigenous land use agreements.
Combining consent determinations and indigenous land use agreements is delivering
benefits for all Queenslanders and the Queensland Government is looking to apply
this model to future claims wherever possible.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 1
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With reference to page 3 of the Department of State Development SDS and I ask can the
Minister advise what steps the State Government has taken to progress the development
of the Hells Gate Dam and what funding studies have been allocated for this project that
will benefit a range of industries, support the growth of the region and create jobs?

ANSWER:
The Hell’s Gate Dam proposal would see a new large dam built in the upper Burdekin
River, upstream of the Burdekin Falls Dam and north of Charters Towers. The dam
has been proposed to promote development of new irrigated agriculture and biofuels
opportunities around Charters Towers.
It has also been suggested that an eastern water pipeline connection from Hell’s Gate
Dam could also provide additional urban water supplies for the greater Townsville
area.
I note that commitments were made to fund a feasibility study into a new dam at Hell’s
Gate during the federal election period.
The State Government’s view is that any Commonwealth funds made available for
this project should be directed to a thorough assessment of the proposal, to
determine with finality the viability and sustainability of the dam. The State
Government has not allocated funding to such studies, pending further advice on the
Commonwealth Government’s intentions.
The foremost consideration in investigating the Hell’s Gate Dam proposal is its fit with
the statutory Water Resource Plan for the Burdekin Basin. Currently the Water
Resource Plan does not allow for a large dam on the upper Burdekin River. Any
review of the Water Resource Plan would need to give priority to protecting the
riverine environment and the rights of existing water users.
The department has completed a high level review of relevant studies previously
undertaken for the proposal. However key details about Hell’s Gate Dam, such as the
potential yield and the cost of constructing the dam and distribution network are not
yet well understood. Environmental impacts at the dam site and commercial feasibility
are also critical considerations.
Although the outcome of the Commonwealth funded feasibility investigations remains
uncertain, I am committed to ensuring that any opportunity to unlock the economic
potential of North Queensland is taken seriously.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 2
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With reference to page 3 of the Department of State Development SDS and I ask can the
Minister give full details of the Mission Beach Safe Boating Infrastructure project at Clump
Point; what planning stage has the project reached and when is completion expected?

ANSWER:
Following an analysis of the various options available to provide safe boating
infrastructure at Mission Beach, the previous government committed to undertake works
at both Perry Harvey Jetty and Clump Point.
Due to concerns raised by the community in relation to the use and condition of Perry
Harvey Jetty (a council-owned asset) and requests for the project scope to be reviewed,
the Department of State Development held a community information session in Mission
Beach on 18 May 2016.
The information session provided an opportunity for open discussions to take place
between key stakeholders and for expert advice to be provided directly by
representatives from the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and Maritime Safety
Queensland.
The session proved invaluable in working through a number of community concerns and
was well attended by representatives from local boating organisations, the Cassowary
Coast Regional Council and environmental groups.
There is now support from leading community groups and the local council to work
closely with the department to refocus the project and deliver the necessary boating
infrastructure at Clump Point, in lieu of the works previously planned at Perry Harvey
Jetty.
To take the project forward, the department has established a project reference group
comprising representatives from both government and leading community groups.
The reference group is providing valuable input towards the preparation of a high-level
development plan for Clump Point that addresses the needs of the boating community,
whilst continuing to acknowledge and respect the rich natural environment and cultural
heritage of Mission Beach.
The first meeting of the project reference group occurred on 22 June 2016 and further
meetings will take place throughout July and August, as the high-level development plan
for Clump Point is progressed.
The department is continuing to liaise with representatives from the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority and obtain guidance on considerations that are to be addressed as
the scope of works at Clump Point is developed.
Marine and terrestrial surveys are currently being undertaken to inform the project and to
enable the high-level development plan for Clump Point to be completed in August 2016.

Before construction works can be undertaken, a number of statutory approvals will need
to be obtained, including a marine park permit from the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority. In order to work through the approval process as quickly as possible, it is
anticipated that an initial permit application will be lodged in September 2016.
Once all approvals are in place, it is anticipated that works could be completed within 12
months.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 3
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With respect to DNRM promoting Queensland as a global resource destination of
choice, encouraging exploration and investment in the resources sector and actively
supporting industry development - what legislative changes have been made, what
budget allocations have been secured and what policies implemented by DNRM to
support this promotion (DNRM, SDS, page 5)?
ANSWER:
In support of resource sector promotion and facilitation, a Resources Investment
Commissioner was appointed in May 2016. The commissioner has a dual role to
support inward investment into the resource sector in Queensland, and outward
export of mining equipment, technology and services from the state’s established
expertise in this area.
The state geoscience agency—the Geological Survey of Queensland—continues in
the 2016‒17 financial year to provide strong support to the resources sector via:
• further delineating the prospectivity of the state by completion of regional scale
drilling and geophysical programs started in the 2015‒16 financial year;
• completing the final two rounds of support of industry at the prospect scale, via the
Collaborative Drilling Initiative;
• sharing geoscience expertise at government and industry conferences and events,
coupled with on-the-ground support to explorers in the North West Minerals
Province;
• attending international resource sector industry and investment events in North
America and Asia, as part of the national Australia Minerals group that operates
under the auspices of the COAG Energy Council;
• sharing of the Geological Survey of Queensland’s work in pre-competitive
geoscience data at industry forums, including the Australian Petroleum Production
and Exploration Association, Mining 2015 and Digging Deeper;
• promotion of Queensland resource sector investment via attendance at investment
seminars and meetings with visiting government officials.
The Geological Survey of Queensland is also working cooperatively with the federal
geoscience agency—Geoscience Australia—in delivery of the federal $100.5 million
Exploring for the Future program, which has a focus on minerals, petroleum and
groundwater.
In recognition of the difficulties faced by industry arising from low commodity prices,
resource depletion from some key, long-established mines, and customer demand,
the Department of Natural Resources and Mines has:
• established the North West Minerals Province Taskforce to address the
combination of issues facing both established and emerging resource sector
proponents in that region;

•
•

provided exploration expenditure concessions to mineral and coal explorers;
commenced the formulation of a Gas Supply and Demand Action Plan to address
supply and demand issues affecting the natural gas industry in Queensland, and
in alignment with recommendations of the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission East Coast Gas Inquiry.

In terms of addressing industry concerns and needs, the department has continued its
program of reform, in particular, via:
• the Tenure Reform Taskforce working to simplify and modernise the state’s
resource legislation;
• the Industry Reporting Reform Project working to reduce the burden and to
increase the efficiency of reporting by industry to government arising from holding
of resource tenure;
• the development of an Annual Exploration Program to plan and manage the
release of land for exploration;
• the establishment of new industry-driven framework for the management of
overlapping coal and coal seam gas tenures;
• the development of options to streamline compensation matters that are referred
to the Land Court under the Mineral Resources Act 1989, without reducing
community objection rights;
• the Resources Ministerial Roundtable and the Resources Community Roundtable,
which are critical forums to enable open discussion on the priorities and
challenges facing the resources sector, focussing strategic attention for
government.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 4
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
The National Mine Safety Framework harmonisation project has now been absent
from two successive DNRM service delivery statements – what is the current
implementation status of the harmonisation project in terms of negotiations between
State and Commonwealth Governments and by the Queensland Government, in
particular, DNRM (DNRM, SDS, page 5)?
ANSWER:
The service delivery statements are not an exhaustive list of the Department of
Natural Resources and Mines’ activities—ongoing improvement of Queensland’s
mine safety and health legislative framework continues to be a focus for the
department.
The implementation of the National Mine Safety Framework has been a matter for
state governments since the national steering group was dissolved in April 2013 by
the Council of Australian Governments’ Energy Council.
Queensland-based stakeholder consultation has continued since the release of the
Queensland Mining Safety Framework consultation regulatory impact statement in
late 2013. The consultation regulatory impact statement recommended retaining
most of the content of the current legislation developed by the department, unions
and industry following the Moura mining disasters. It also proposed potential safety
improvements and increased consistency with the other major mining states of New
South Wales and Western Australia.
Two hundred and forty-six submissions were received in response to the consultation
regulatory impact statement, but many submissions were divided along industrial lines
on some issues.
In addressing these issues, the focus has been on constructive, tripartite collaboration
involving the department, industry and unions. Queensland’s current legislative
framework resulted from excellent tripartite collaboration after a series of mining
disasters.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 5
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With respect to the granting of new water entitlements in the Gulf of Carpentaria from
unsupplemented sources of unallocated surface water - will these new entitlements
be subject to Section 70 of the Water Resource (Gulf) Plan 2007 (such as daily and
annual volumetric limits, maximum extraction rates and flow conditions) and not an
average annual diversion limit (DNRM, SDS, page 3)?

ANSWER:
Decisions for granting licences from unallocated water within the Gulf water resource
plan area are not made under section 70 of the plan—section 30 of the plan deals
with granting unallocated water, and decisions must be consistent with the terms of
sale for unallocated water released in the Gulf water resource plan area. The terms
of sale are made under the Water Regulation 2002 and explain the water licence
specifications for entitlements to be granted through this process.
In this instance, the terms of sale for unallocated water in the Gulf water resource
plan area require licences granted for water in a watercourse to specify daily and
annual volumetric limits, and predetermined flow conditions for the relevant river
gauging stations. Licences will not specify an instantaneous rate of take because the
rate of take is represented by the daily volumetric limit. Licences will not specify a
volume that is the average annual diversion limit.
Licences may also be granted for overland flow and up to 20,000 megalitres are
available from this source. These licences will specify an annual volumetric limit and a
condition that limits the capacity of the storage to this same annual volumetric limit.
Overland flow licences will not specify a daily volumetric limit or flow condition.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 6
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
In relation to the implementation of the Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) Plan in
Queensland’s basin catchments including the Moonie, Condamine-Balonne and
Border Rivers catchments (DNRM, SDS, page 3), can the Minister advise:
a) Has the review of the Northern Basin been finalised;
b) If so, what were the results of the review of the Northern Basin;
c) How have the proposed Sustainable Diversion Limits for the above Queensland
catchments within the MDB Plan been amended as a result of the review of the
Northern Basin; and,
d) How much of the proposed 143 GL ‘shared reduction amount’ for the Northern
Basin will be apportioned to Queensland catchments as a result of the review of the
Northern Basin?
ANSWER
The review of the northern basin has not been finalised because, following feedback
from regional communities, the Murray-Darling Basin Authority allowed additional time
to communicate and consult with water users and affected communities on the results
of the technical assessments.
The authority is now planning to release its recommendations, including any proposed
changes to the sustainable diversions limits, in September of this year.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 7
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With reference to page 4 of the SDS and the new measure of estimated number of jobs
leveraged through industry facilitation, I ask, given the value of private sector capital
investment leveraged through industry facilitation in 2014/15 was $330M and $263.8
million in 2015/16, can the Minister advise the estimated number of jobs leveraged
through industry facilitation in each of these years using the same methodology?

ANSWER:
As noted in footnote number 6 on page 4 of the SDS, the Department of State
Development uses Queensland Treasury’s job estimation methodology of 3.1 jobs per
$1 million capital investment.
The department’s SDS did not include a target for estimated number of jobs
leveraged through industry facilitation in 2014-15 and 2015-16.
The estimate for job creation figures using the same multiplier would be 1,023 jobs
created in 2014-15 and 817.8 jobs created in 2015-16.
The 2016-17 job creation figure is 930.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 8
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With reference to page 4 of the SDS and the measure of value of infrastructure
investment enabled per dollar invested in the management of building our regions and
royalties for regions program, can the Minister advise the value of infrastructure
investment enabled per dollar invested in the management of the building our regions
and royalties program separately?

ANSWER:
The value of infrastructure investment enabled per dollar invested in the management
of the Building our Regions and Royalties for the Regions is consistent across
programs at $352.90.
Both programs are managed and serviced by the same departmental group, using a
common methodology, systems and processes. Costs of administration are not
allocated or reported separately.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 9
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
With reference to page 111 of Capital Statement Budget Paper 3 and the $95 million
allocation for the North Queensland Stadium, can the Minister advise where is the other
$45 million the Government has committed for this project and why isn’t it in the budget?

ANSWER:
The Queensland Government has committed $140 million to this important regional
project. $95 million of this funding has been allocated as capital funding on page 111 of
the Capital Statement Budget Paper 3 and an additional $5 million allocated as
operational funding for the project.
The Queensland Government has committed up to $40 million in additional funding for
the project, which is held centrally with Queensland Treasury.
The Department of State Development will develop the project further during 2016-17 by
progressing the project design and the preparation of contract documentation.
Importantly, the government is committed to advancing North Queensland with more than
$2.4 billion in infrastructure improvements for the region in the 2016-17 State Budget,
representing thousands of Queensland jobs.
This project is more than just a stadium. It is the boost Townsville needs to create growth
and opportunities. The project is expected to generate up to 750 full-time equivalent jobs
throughout the design and construction stages, delivering jobs for the people of
Townsville.
We are delivering on our commitment to this project by working to deliver a new stadium
in Townsville by the commencement of the 2020 NRL season.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES PRE-HEARING
NON-GOVERNMENT MEMBERS’ QUESTION ON NOTICE
No. 10
asked on 5 July 2016
QUESTION:
How much did the Government spend (including internal and external costs) on the
recruitment of the Resources Investment Commissioner and what is the classification
level of this position?
ANSWER:
The Queensland Government spent a total on $50,817.23 on the recruitment of the
Resources Investment Commissioner. This includes the following:
•

$9334.58 print and digital advertisement in the Financial Review;

•

$8182.35 print advertisement in The Australian;

•

$33,300.30 executive recruitment costs.

The classification of the Resources Investment Commissioner role is SES3 and the
total fixed remuneration of the incumbent is $248,090.

INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES HEARING
QUESTION TAKEN ON NOTICE
Funding for the North Queensland Stadium
Pages 56 and 85
asked on 20 July 2016
MRS FRECKLINGTON ASKED THE MINISTER FOR STATE DEVELOPMENT AND
MINISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES (HON DR A LYNHAM)—
QUESTION:
You referred me to page 128 of Budget Paper No. 4. I can clearly see $40 million
there. I note that that is not capital expenditure. In the Capital Statement for
Townsville stadium, I see a figure of $95 million. From my calculations, that is
$135 million. Where is the other $5 million for that project, given that you on many
occasions have talked about, and it is in your answer to a question on notice,
$140 million?
ANSWER:
As part of the 2015–16 budget process, the North Queensland Stadium election
commitment was for $100 million—$95 million is for capital, and $5 million was
estimated for expenses that do not meet capitalisation requirements. The capital
component can be found in the 2016–17 Budget Paper No. 3 (page 111) (refer to
Attachment 1).
The $5 million allocated for operating expenses is included in the $310.136 million
supplies and services line of the 2016–17 Service Delivery Statement for the
Department of State Development (page 16) (refer to Attachment 2).
For completeness, the $40 million Queensland Government commitment being
centrally held by Queensland Treasury is referenced in Budget Paper No. 4
(page 128) (refer to Attachment 3).

Attachment 1
Capital Statement 2016-17
_________________________________________________________________________________________

STATE DEVELOPMENT
In 2016-17, the Department of State Development has capital purchases of
$33.4 million and capital grants of $145.1 million to support economic development in
Queensland.

Program Highlights (Property, Plant and Equipment)

•

$12.3 million for land acquisition in the Materials Transport and Services
Corridor, Gladstone State Development Area.

•

$9.8 million for the development of the Bundaberg Gas Pipeline.

•

$6 million for land acquisition in the Targinnie Precinct, Gladstone State
Development Area.

•

$5 million for the development of the North Queensland Stadium.

Program Highlights (Capital Grants)

•

$85 million for the Building our Regions program to fund critical infrastructure in
regional areas.

•

$60.1 million for the Royalties for the Regions program to support regional
communities.

State Development
Project

Statistical
Total Expenditure
Area Estimated
to
Cost
30-06-16
$'000
$'000

Budget
2016-17

Post
2016-17

$'000

$'000

DEPARTMENT OF STATE DEVELOPMENT
Property, Plant and Equipment
Materials Transport and Services
Corridor, Gladstone
Bundaberg Gas Pipeline
Targinnie Precinct, Gladstone
North Queensland Stadium
Other Plant and Equipment

308

19,499

7,199

12,300

319
308
318
Various

18,000
67,868
95,000

8,174
61,868

9,826
6,000
5,000
317

Total Property, Plant and Equipment
Capital Grants
Building our Regions

90,000
Ongoing

33,443

Various

215,406

406

85,000

130,000

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Attachment 2

Controlled income statement
Department of State Development

2015-16
Budget
$'000

Notes

2015-16
Est. Act.
$'000

2016-17
Budget
$'000

INCOME
1,7,12

394,882
..

..

..

2,8,13

226,235

201,316

167,650

..

..

..

150

..

..

Interest

..

183

..

Other revenue

..

420

..

..

1,768

..

621,267

354,787

478,163

4,9

68,438

70,349

69,871

5,10

310,136

244,083

242,804

6,11,14

230,498

29,324

152,117

Depreciation and amortisation

8,298

9,113

7,915

Finance/borrowing costs

2,276

2,276

2,062

492

344

344

..

..

..

620,138

355,489

475,113

1,129

(702)

3,050

Appropriation revenue
Taxes
User charges and fees
Royalties and land rents
Grants and other contributions

Gains on sale/revaluation of assets

3

Total income

151,100

310,513

EXPENSES
Employee expenses
Supplies and services
Grants and subsidies

Other expenses
Losses on sale/revaluation of assets
Total expenses
OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

2016-17 Queensland State Budget – Service Delivery Statements – Department of State Development
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Attachment 3
Budget Measures 2016-17
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Department of State Development

North Queensland Sports
Stadium

2015-16
$'000

2016-17
$'000

2017-18
$'000

2018-19
$'000

2019-20
$'000

..

..

25,000

15,000

..

The Queensland Government has completed a business case on the options for the
development of a stadium in Townsville. The Government is providing additional funding of up
to $40 million, held centrally, of a total State commitment of up to $140 million to demonstrate
its commitment to the proposed North Queensland stadium. The department is pursuing a
range of options for its delivery, with supporting commitments from the Australian
Government and Townsville City Council critical to the construction of the stadium. The
department will develop the project further during 2016-17 by progressing early works such
as design, preparation of a remediation and civil works contract for the preferred site, and
preparation of documents and plans to support the development application.

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ESTIMATES HEARING
QUESTION TAKEN ON NOTICE
Timeline for objections heard by Land Court
Pages 74 to 75
asked on 20 July 2016
MR CRIPPS ASKED THE MINISTER FOR STATE DEVELOPMENT AND MINISTER
FOR NATURAL RESOURCES AND MINES (HON DR A LYNHAM)—
QUESTION:
I refer to page 5 of the SDS and the service area highlight relating to community rights
to object to mining projects. I refer to your media statements of 23 February and 24
May this year about the introduction and the passage of the Mineral and Other
Legislation Amendment Bill through the Queensland parliament. Both media
statements state that the Land Court would secure the power to strike out any
frivolous or vexatious objections. However, can you advise the current average length
of time between objections being lodged and objections being heard in the Land
Court?
ANSWER:
Year
2013
2014
2015
Totals

Number of referrals
11
20
8
39

Average time (calendar days)
187
235
163
207

Note:
—
—

—

The information in the above table is calculated using Department of Natural Resources and
Mines data.
The average time (in calendar days) is calculated using the number of days between the
date of referral of objections by the department to the Land Court and the date of the initial
Land Court hearing.
The table does not include mining lease applications that may have been referred by the
department to the Land Court for which an initial hearing has not yet commenced.
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Minister's foreword
The minerals and energy sector is of vital importance to Queensland and is a key driver of jobs and
economic growth. The Australian Bureau of Statistics reports that the sector directly contributed more
than $22 billion to the state's economy in 2014-15 and provides jobs for about 60 ooo Queenslanders.
The Palaszczuk Government supports the sustainable development of the minerals and energy sector,
including opening up ongoing exploration opportunities. Exploration is the key to future resource
development, jobs and prosperity.
In 2015, I established two round tables-one with representatives from industry, the other with
representatives from the broader resources community. These forums recommended we should
continue to provide a clear direction for resource development, and foster better communications.
The inaugural annual exploration program 2016-17 provides much needed strategic direction for
exploration in Queensland. It identifies the exploration areas to be released over the next financial
year and our priorities for the responsible development of our minerals, petroleum and gas, and
coal resources. Publication of an annual exploration program will help resource companies plan and
provide additional opportunities for promoting Queensland internationally.
We're committed to building productive relations between the sector and the broader community.
In preparing the program, we've consulted with landowners, traditional owners, local governments and
key community groups providing information and advice about proposed exploration.
Through the opening up of new exploration opportunities, this program seeks to achieve the best
outcomes for all Queenslanders by encouraging investment, creating jobs and further strengthening
the state's economy.

The Honourable Dr Anthony Lyn ham
Minister for State Development and
Minister for Natural Resources and Mines
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Introduction
The Queensland Government is continuing to
plan for a strong and internat ionally competitive
minerals and energy exploration tendering
process. The Department of Natural Resources
and Mines (DNRM) is implementing a statewide
annual exploration program to provide a more
systematic process for releasing resource
exploration tenders supported by engagement
activities that provide much needed communication
around the existing competitive tendering process.
A key change has been to contact lando wners, relevant
traditional owners, local government, community groups
and peak representative groups first about upcoming
competitive tendering processes. The information provided
through this engagement enables directly affected stakeholders
to be better prepared for future exploration approval processes and
negot ia tions.
The Annual exploration program 2016-17 provides a forward schedule for exploration opportunities in
the upcoming financial year. It provides information about the target commodity and locat ion of each
exploration tender area, as well as the timing of each proposed competitive tender process.
This program also includes:
•

an outline of future exploration opportunities in Queensland

•

details about how resource companies can submit expressions of interest to explore particular
areas across the state.

Additional information about the annual exploration program, the exploration competitive tendering
processes or resources exploration in general is available at www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/resources-tenders.
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Community engagement
As part of preparing the annual exploration program, DNRM officers contacted stakeholders directly
affected by the release of seven exploration tender areas . Relevant landowners, traditional owners,
local government and key community groups were given information about the proposed exploration
tender and approvals processes, including how and when they can have their say. They were also
provided a key departmental contact to answer any additional questions or arrange a meeting.
Across the 7 exploration areas, over 70 directly affected stakeholders were contacted, including
62 landowners, 4 native title claimant groups, 5 local governments and 3 community groups.

Meetings were al so held with key peak body groups representing the resources industry, agriculture,
environment, nat ive title and local government (Table 1).

Table 1: Key peak bodies engaged as part of the
Resource

2016-17 annual exploration program

Australian.Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
Association of Mining and Exploration Companies
'

Queensland Resources Council
Quee~sl. and 'Exploratidn Council

Agriculture

17

~

"

Agforce
Queensland Farmers' Federation

Environrrient., ·

Environmental Defenders Office (representing Queensland Conse'rvation Council, The
\/\/ilderness Society and World Wildlife Fund)

Native title

Queensland South Native Title Services

local government

~ocal Gov~rnment

Association 0f.Queensland

DNRM will continue to keep directly affected stakeholders and peak body groups informed by
prov iding:
•

notification that the Annual exploration program 2016-17 has been published

•

notification of public notices calling for tenders on released exploration areas

•

information on outcomes of the tender process, including who has been awarded as the pre fer red
applicant (if applicable).

At each point of contact with DNRM, directly affected st akeholders and peak body groups will be given
the opportunity to ask questions and seek clarity.
The broader community also have access to informat ion about proposed exploration activities - details
of the annual exploration program will be published on the DNRM website and a public notice will be
published in local newspapers at the start of each exploration competitive tender process . The DNRM
website will also be periodically updated to reflect the progress of the different competitive tender
processes .
You can keep up to date on the competitive tendering process by subscribing to the resources tenders
mailing list (visit www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/resources-tenders).

Exploration
competitive
tendering
The exploration competitive tendering process
is a fair and transparent approach for allocating
exploration authorities to applicants that are most
capable of exploring and developing the resources
within an identified area.
While it is a legislative requirement that petroleum
and gas, and coal exploration areas be released through
a competitive tender process, this process may also be
applied to minerals exploration.
For each exploration area, the competitive tender process begins
with a public notice stating that a 'call for tender' has commenced
and that applications can be submitted to DNRM.
The accompanying tender document sets out evaluation criteria, including the:
•

applicant's proposed community consultation approach

•

suitability of the applicant's proposed exploration work program

•

applicant's technical and financial capability to deliver the proposed work program

•

applicant's history of and commitment to regulatory compliance.

Each tender submission is assessed against the evaluation criteria and ranked accordingly. The
assessment process is supported by an independent probity advisor, as well as external technical
assessments. The most highly ranked applicant is awarded as the preferred applicant. If applications
do not satisfy the evaluation criteria for an area, then a preferred applicant is not awarded.
Preferred applicants have the exclusive right to apply for an exploration authority over the awarded
area. The preferred applicant must meet further environmental and other approval requirements before
they can be granted an exploration authority and begin exploration. They must also undertake native
title negotiations (if applicable) and contact landowners to discuss proposed exploration activities.
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Ongoing engagement and negotiations
All resource projects are dependent on community support and a strong social l icence to operate for
their long-term success and growth. While it is the responsib ilit y of the resource company to comply
with all laws and regulations relating to engagement and negotiations, this government considers
a strong commitment to social performance and community consultation as in tegral to successful
exploration. Companies must do everything possible, going above and beyond what is required under
law, to ensure their performance is without fault and that the community is brought along with them.
At the conclusion of the tendering process, the preferred applicant must engage stakeholders
before exploration activities can commence. Effective engagement is critical to establishing good
relationships between all parties. Open and early information builds understanding and trust-setting
the path for an enduring social licence to operate. Respectful, good faith negotiations and following
throug h on commitments helps to foster positive, long-term work ing relationships.
Contact is made with landowners and relevant native title claimants to begin discussions and
negotiations-for example, land access arrangements and compensation agreements .
Land access laws were introduced in Queensland to balance the competing interests of the resources
and agricultural industries.
These laws require that a resource authority holder, and its staff or agents, cannot enter private land to
undertake advanced activities unless they have entered into a conduct and compensation agreement
or a deferral agreement with t he affected landho ld er. Additionally there is no land ent ry if the matter
has been referred to the Land Court for determination.
These laws also require all resource companies conducting exp loration activities to comply with
the conditions of the wnd access code . The code states best practice guidelines for communication
between resource companies and landholders, and imposes mandatory conditions on resource
companies conducting activities on land. These mandatory conditions relate to key concerns
landholders have regarding access points, use of roads and tracks, weeds and declared pests, items
brought onto land and activities conducted around livestock and property.
Australian law also recognises that Indigenous people have rights and interests in land under their
traditional laws and customs.
The Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993 sets out specified processes that must be followed for any
'future act' on land or water that would affect native title rights and interests . Applic ations for most
resource authorities are considered future acts and are subject to these native title processes.
For more information about land access and native title processes,
vis it www. bus in ess.q Id .gov.au Ii nd u stry/m in i ng/ la nd-acce ss-envi ron me nt.

Forward schedule
Table 2 details the annual exploration forward
schedule for the 2016-17 financial year. The
schedule identifies competitive tender processes
for minerals, petroleum, gas and coal exploration,
and t iming of the tender process.
Further information on each area will be made
available once a competitive tender process has
been initiated.
Selection of areas for competitive exploration
tender considers industry expressions of interest
and available or recently relinquished land. DNRM also
assesses a range of social, environmental and economic
factors to make an informed decision on the viability of an
exploration area, including:

•

the state's current geological knowledge

•

the area's prospectivity

•

commercial considerations (e.g. proximity to markets and supporting infrastructure)

•

regional and state planning interests (e.g. priority living areas and national parks)

•

government strategic plans.

Factors such as the overall development of each basin or resource area, the potential demand for the
resource, Queensland's supply of the resource and the expected demand from Queensland's current
and potential buyers are also considered.
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Table 2: Forward schedule for 2016-17 financial year

Minerals
Area

Locality

Call fortender

Tender close

Tender outcome

MLR2016/171-1

Approx . 8 km south-west of
Cloncurry

July-Se pt 2016

Jan-Mar 2017

Ap r- Jun 2017

Petroleum and gas
Area

Locality

Call fo r tender

Tender close

Tender outcome

PLR2 016/17- 1-1

Approx. 65 km north of
lnjune

Oct- Dec 2016

Jan -Mar 2017

Apr-Jun 2017

PLR2016/17-1-2

Approx. 40 km south -east
of Surat

Oct-Dec 2016

Jan-Mar 2017

Apr-Jun 2017

;)

Coal
Area

Locality

Call for tender

Tender close

Tender outcome

CLR 2016/17-1-1

Approx. 60 km south-east
of Middlemount and 50 km
north-west of Blackwater

Apr- Jun 2017

Jul-Sep 2017

Oct-Dec 2017

CLR2016/17-1-2

Approx. 20 km north-east of
Blackwater and 10 km n'orth
of Bluff

Apr-Jun 2017

Jul-Sep 2017

Oct-Dec 2017

CLR2016/17·1 -3

Appro x. 45 km south-east of
Blackwater and 10 km south
of Dingo

Apr- Ju n 2017

Jul -Sep 2017

Oct- Dec 2017

CLR2016/17-t-4

Appro x. 25 km south-east of
Middlemount

Apr-Jun 2017

Jul-Sep 2017

Oct-Dec 2017

'

:!'

Minerals exploration tender releases
The North West Minerals Province is a world-class base metals region and currently Australia's
largest copper, lead, zinc and silver producer. The region is supported by local facilities, existing
infrast ruc ture and a ski ll ed workforce.
The North West Minerals Province is also recogn i sed as a prospective area with the potential for
further discoveries across a range of commodities. However, t hese opportun it ies are scarce.
One area (Figure 1) will be released via competitive tende r for minerals exploration in the fir st quarter
of the 2016-17 financial year (Table 3). This explorat ion tender area is located in the northern part of a
prospective corridor, with potential for both copper/gold and lead/zinc mineralisation, and potentially
rare ea rth elements.
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Figure 1: Minerals exp loratio n area

Table 3: MLR2016/17-M
Size '

102 km 2 (32 sub-blocks)

Location

Approx. 8 km south-west of Cloncurry

'

::

1l

'•

Basin

North West Minerals Province

Commodity

Minerals

Prospectivity .

Forms northern pa rt of a prospective corridor within shale-domina te d basin, with
potential for both copper/gold and lead/zinc .

'"'

Petroleum and gas exploration tender releases
In recent years, significant growt h ha s occurred in the development of Queensland's coa l seam gas
(CSG) to liquefied natural gas (LNG) industry. LN G exports are expected to strengthen cons id erab ly
over t he next two years and become t he state's second largest export.
Systemat ic exploration for petroleum and gas began in the 1960s. Exploration has resulted in the
discovery of commercial petroleum areas, such as the Surat and Bowen basins . The Surat Basin and
Southern Bowen Basin are now the st ate's primary CSG developmen t areas that support domestic gas
supply and the CSG to LNG industry.
The Surat and Bowen basins are serv iced by established processing facilities, with gas pipelines
availa ble to support production for domestic and in ternational markets. The region is well suppo rt ed
by an established network of regional centres and smal ler townships, which offer petroleum industry
support and essential services. A broad network of telecommunication, transport and energy
infrastruc t u re exists.
Two areas (Figure 2) will be re leased via competitive tender for petro le um and gas exploration in the
Surat and Bowen basins i n the seco nd quarter of the 2016-17 financial year (tab l es 4 and 5).
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Figure 2: Petroleum and gas exploration areas
Table 4: PLR2016/17-M
Size

86 km 2 (28 sub-blocks)

Location

Approx. 65 km north of lnjune

Basin

Bowen Basin ,,

·,

,,

"

_,1, , '

"

-

·.·

Commodity

Petroleum and gas (CSG)

P~ospectivity

Adjacent to CSG-producing field. Release area h'ls had low to moderate levels of
exploration to date. ,The presence of co,al seams at favourable depths indicates high
prospectivity for gas.

,,

Table 5: PLR2016/17-1-2
Size

'·

,.

365 km 2 (120 sub-blocks)

Location

Approx . 40 km south -east of Surat

Basin

Bowen and Surat basins

Commodity
Prospectivity

:.

·•

','

"

,·,

/

Petroleum and gas (conventional oil)
Small conventional field potential on the western flank of the Taroom Tro1:1gh .
~ Moderate levels of exploration in the area ·and the in the vicinity of production leases .,

Coal exploration tender releases
Queensland has a rich endowment of high-quality coal resources, with more than 34 billion tonnes
(raw coal in-situ) id entified by drilling operations. Identified resources of coking coal amount to
approximately 8.7 billion tonnes, of which around 4 billion tonnes are suitable for open-cut mining.
The Bowen Basin contains almost all of Queensland's hard coking coal and is well supported by
infrastructure (including electrified ra il links from the coalfields) to allow efficient production an d
transport of coal. Queensland's coal is shipped from six terminals, with up to 230 ooo tonnes of coal
exported annually.
Four areas (Figure 3) will be released via competitive tender for coal exploration in the Bowen Basin in
the fourth quarter of the 2016-17 financial year (tables 6, 7, 8 and 9).
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Figure 3: Coal exp lo ration areas
Table 6: CLR2016 /17- 1-1

Size

86 km ' (27 sub-blocks)

:·<'

~f r,

"

Location

Appro x. 60 km south -east of Middlemount and about 50 km north-west of Blackwater

Basin

Bowen Bas in

Commodity
P~ospectiv,ity

Coal (t he rmal, possible metallurgical)
'-

Fairhill Formation, Burngroye Formation find German Creek Formation-There has
been extremely limited exploration inthe area . Area is structurally complex and has
abundant intrusions. Active mine nearby.

Table 7: CLR2016 /17-1 -2

Size

45 km 2 (14 svb-blocks)

Location

Approx .

20

'

km north- east of Blackwater and approx.

10

km north of Bluff

Basin

Bowen Basin

Commodity

Coal (t he rmal and / or pulver ised coal inject ion)

Prospectivity

Rangal Coa l Measures-Limited exploration in and adjace nt to the area . Area is
structurally comple x and coal is likely to be deep . Some old collie.ries within 10 km .

''

Table 8: CLR2016 / 17-1-3

.

"

Size

97 km • (31 sub-blocks)

Location

Approx. 45 km south-east of Blackwater and 10 km south of Dingo

"' '

Basin

Bowen Basin

Commodity

Coal (thermal and/or pulverised coa l injection)

Prospectivity

Rangal Coal Measures-Limited explorat ion in th e area. Area is structurally complex
and coal is likely to be deep .

,,.

Table 9: CLR201 6/17-i-4
,.

9

.,,

Size

'4 5 km' (14 sub-blocks)

Location

Appro x. 25 km south-east of Middlemo unt

Basin

Bowen Basin

~

i

"

..•

'

.,,

Commodity

Coal (soft coking and /o r thermal)

Prospectivity

Rangal Coal Measures, Burngrove Formation and German Creek Format ion-Limited
ex plo rati on in and adjace nt to the area. Has intersected high ash interbedded coal
seams . Area is structurally complex.
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Future exploration opportunities
The North West Minerals Province Taskforce is a joint government/industry-led initiative to provide
recommendations on how to best tackle short-term challenges and add ress opportunities for the
resources industry in the North West Minerals Province.
Members of the taskforce include representatives from region-specific resource companies, economic
and industry peak bodies, traditional owners, local government and state government.
The recommendations provided by the taskforce will be considered by government as part of the
development of a whole-of-government strategic blueprint for the province.
The Queensland Government is also developing a gas supply and demand action plan . The development
of this plan demonstrates the government's commitment to addressing the complex economic and
societa l challenges currently posed by the rapid development of the Queensland gas sector.
The aims of the gas action plan are to maximise the gas sector's potential, ensure that households
and businesses can access enough gas at an affordable price, and, importantly, balance the needs of
landholders, local communities and traditional owners, and maintain environmental safeguards.

Expressions of interest
DNRM has established an expression of interest (EOI) process for industry to nominate areas for
exploration consideration across the state.
To have an area conside red for release in the next annual exploration program, an EOI needs to be
submitted via the DNRM website at www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/resources-tenders.
The following information is required to lodge an EOI:
•

details of the area

•

rationale for interest in the area

•

technical or geological reasoning

•

commercial or business reasoning

•

any other relevant information.

EOls for the 2017-18 annual explorat ion program close on 30 September 2016. Any information
submitted as part of an EO I is treated as commercia l-in- confidence.

To ensure EOls remain current and reflective of market co nditions and applicant interest, EOls will be
val id until the release of the 2017-18 annual exploration program.
If an area has not been included in the 2016-17 program, a new EOI is required.

/;;f;leol. D. F
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Estimates-State Development, Natural Resources and Mines

19 Aug 2015

Dr LYNHAM: I am not prepared to waste that valuable time of public servants, whom we
appreciate and value their work. I can tell you that this government is one of economic development
and economic development through growth. Firstly, the Coordinator-General has declared three new
coordinated projects: the White Horse Group Lindeman Great Barrier Reef resort proposal to revitalise
the island ; APT's Northern Territory link from Mount Isa to Tennant Creek to connect the northern and
eastern gas markets-a valuable piece of infrastructure for those in the north-west, especially to those
in Mount Isa; and Stanbroke's Three Rivers Irrigation Project to grow cotton for export and use cotton
by-product for cattle feed-again , a valuable project to stimulate economic development in Northern
Queensland .

Mr CRIPPS: Okay. I just note that they did not make the SDS . That is all.
Dr LYNHAM: The measure of a successful economy is the way it performs for its people. The
Queensland government has jobs as our primary focus . The $1.6 billion Working Queensland package
is the centrepiece of our efforts to drive and support job creation across our state, providing people with
the means to support themselves and their communities. Do not forget the government's $180 million
Advance Queensland initiative not only introduces a comprehensive suite of reforms designed to create
jobs now and for the future but also will help support the diversification of our economy and enhance
Queensland's global competitiveness-very important initiatives. Both Working Queensland and
Advance Queensland provide economic foundation for the state by promoting levers to create jobs in
a globally competitive environment.

This government also recognises the importance of regional Queensland , which powers the
Queensland economy with more than 70 per cent of all commodity exports by value loaded at regional
Queensland seaports in 2013-14. However, regional Queensland is now facing mixed global economic
conditions, as you know, with resource projects largely off the boil due to reduced international demand .
Drought has spread to more than 80 per cent of our state, significantly impacting on western and
northern regions, while Central Queensland works its way through the impacts of Cyclone Marcia. On
the other hand, the lower Australian dollar, down to around the US74 cent mark, which is a six-year
low, is providing opportunitiesMr CRIPPS: Mr Chairman , the Australian dollar is getting away a bit from the SDS .
Dr LYNHAM:-and better results for tourism and other exported industries.

CHAIR: Yes.
Dr LYNHAM: I am pleased to advise the committee that the government is bringing forward , as I
said before, the Building our Regions program from 2016-17 to 2015-16. This will allow the government
to fast-track its jobs agenda in regional Queensland-

Mr HART: Mr Chairman , I think the question has been answered .
CHAIR: Yes.
Dr LYNHAM:-and deliver much needed jobs to regional Queensland .

CHAIR: Minister, I think that you have covered the question .
Mr CRIPPS: We might just move to a different part of the SDS if you like, Minister, and page 6
of the SDS covers another core service area objective of your department being to assess, facilitate
and deliver major projects that stimulate economic growth and job creation . Some of the nominated
service area highlights in the SDS include the 2018 Commonwealth Games at the Gold Coast, the
Abbot Point State Development Area and the North Galilee rail project and the Queens Wharf integrated
resort development. Minister, aren't there any projects that have originated in Queensland under the
Palaszczuk government since 16 February this year that were worthy of being mentioned in your
department's service area highlights for the coming financial year?
Dr LYNHAM: The Coordinator-General has assessed and approved 19 major projects through
environmental impact statements with a combined capital expenditure of $82 .6 billion and the potential
to create 76,000 construction and operational jobs should they all come to fruition. The
Coordinator-General currently has 15 active coordinated projects under the environmental impact
assessment with a total capital value of more than $24 billion and the potential to create more than
32,000 construction and operational jobs.

The Coordinator-General is leading a number of key processes supporting the Galilee Basin
development, including a land acquisition program and assessing development applications in the
Galilee Basin State Development Area. This includes tracking all approvals and facilitating the project.
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Future Resources Program
The Future Resources Program ($30m) aims to maximise exploration success by supporting Queensland's resource and
exploration industries. Completion of program initiatives has been extended into 2016-17 . The program was funded
through competitive cash bidding and represents a return on investment. It includes a number of initiatives outlined below.

Industry Priorities Initiative
The Industry Priorities Initiative ($7.5m) has identified key geoscience projects that will potentially have the greatest impact
on exploration success. The projects have been identified through engagement with the Queensland Exploration Council ,
the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies , and the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration
Association.

Mount Isa Geophysics Initiative
The Mount Isa Geophysics Initiative ($9m) aims to reduce exploration risk by improving understanding of regional subsurface geology and cover thickness and character. It should also stimulate further greenfields exploration in Mount
Isa-which is one of the world's most prospective regions. To obtain the relevant data, major seismic, crustal conductivity
(magnetotelluric) and airborne electromagnetic surveys will be completed in the Cloncurry, Julia Creek and Dajarra-Boulia
areas during 2015-16 and 2016-17 .

Geochemical Data Extraction Initiative
The Geochemical Data Extraction Initiative ($3m) aims to make valuable geochemical data more accessible for industry,
government and the public, and help companies assess the potential of future exploration . It involves providing
comprehensive geochemical coverage of Queensland's mineralised regions by extracting data from archived company
reports and adding it to the Queensland surface and drillhole geochemistry database.

Collaborative Drilling Initiative
The Collaborative Drilling Initiative ($3m) aims to stimulate exploration investment in under-explored parts of Queensland ,
by providing grants of up to $150 ,000 to mining companies to co-fund the drilling costs of innovative exploration programs.

Core Library Extension Initiative
The Core Library Extension Initiative ($5m) aims to increase the storage capacity of DNRM's Core Sample Library , which
stores and preserves economically and scientifically valuable samples acquired through company and government
exploration . As the library-which is also known as the Exploration Data Centre-is currently at capacity , significant
expansion of the existing storage facility at Zillmere Is nearing completion.

Cape York Mineral Resource Assessment Initiative
The Cape York Mineral Resource Assessment Initiative ($1 m) has involved geological mapping and sampling to reevaluate the strategic mineral potential of the region , in light of new stream sediment data. The assessment has followed
up anomalous results, particularly for rare earth elements and uranium , revealed by an earlier national geochemical
survey. Work is scheduled for completion in 2016-17.

Seismic Section Scanning Initiative

https://www.dnrm.qld.gov .au/our-department/corporate-information/policies-initiative... 19/07/2016
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The Seismic Section Scanning Initiative ($1.5m) involves digitising sepia versions of company seismic sections to make it
easier for industry to access and to preserve the data, as replacing the data would be costly. The data forms an invaluable
record of Queensland's subsurface basins and will be released through QDEX Data.

Contact us
Geological Survey of Queensland
Email: Geological information hotline
Telephone: +61 7 3006 4666 (8.30am to 4.30pm EST Monday to Friday)

https://www.dnrm.qId.gov .au/our-department/corporate-information/policies-initiative... 1910712016

Minister for Housing and Public Works
• Answers to Questions on Notice
• Answers to Questions taken on Notice at the hearing

Question on Notice
No.1
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the Department of Housing and Public Works SDS which
states that the Government will be increasing opportunities for local suppliers to grow in
regional economies, can the Minister:
a) Give a breakdown of local and non-local contractors and suppliers currently used to
build and repair public housing in North Queensland?
b) Quantify what constitutes as 'local' when awarding the contracts?

ANSWER:

a) In the 2015/2016 financial year, Building and Asset Services has tendered public
housing, building construction and maintenance works in the North Queensland
region (excluding Far North Queensland) to the value of $41,714,223.
North Queensland region consists of the following key towns: from Mornington Island,
to Mount Isa and Townsville, including centres such as Doomadgee, Ingham, Palm
Island, Ayr and Charters Towers.
Building and Asset Services always encourages local suppliers to submit tenders,
with Local suppliers being awarded $41 ,555,712 or 99.6% of the total value of work
who have an office address with a postcode based in the region .
This work has been awarded to 366 local suppliers to deliver public housing works
with 359 or 98% of who have an office address with a postcode based in the region.
b) Each time Building and Asset Services goes to market, it has been maturing its
non-price criteria to evaluate "local participation" and identifies how to best consider
offerers local presence and labour force, specific to the location of work and
services being procured .
For example, when evaluating Standing Offer Arrangements a higher consideration
is given to offerors located within the reg ion and within a specific vicinity of the
package location or zone, over offerers located outside Building and Asset
Services' defined regions .
Whilst Building and Asset Services aims to optimise local content by maximising
participation of a capable local industry, to minimise government risk, Building and
Asset Services still needs to ensure that they are engaging with suitably qualified
and competent suppliers.

Question on Notice
No. 2
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 68 of the Capital Statement Budget Paper 3, can the Minister
advise when people living in regional Queensland will be able to access the vital domestic
and family violence services committed in 2016-17?

ANSWER:
In recognition of the seriousness and urgency of domestic and family violence in rural and
remote Queensland, the Department of Housing and Public Works will work to get two new
shelters established in 2016-17.
The department is currently exploring suitable sites in Charters Towers and will work with
the Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services to consult local
stakeholders on the property design and service delivery model in the near future.
The departments are also working together, as a matter of urgency, to identify a high need
rural or remote location in which to build a second shelter.
The new shelters will deliver on the Government's commitment to assist women and
children escaping domestic and family violence, no matter where they live in Queensland.
Each shelter will provide secure accommodation for four women and their children,
together with the specialist support they need to find longer term safe and secure housing.
This new investment builds on two shelters that have been delivered in Queensland as
part of the government's response to the Special Taskforce on Domestic and Family
Violence's report, Not Now, Not Ever: Putting an End to Domestic and Family Violence in
Queensland.
Two new 72-hour crisis shelters in Townsville and Brisbane opened in December 2015.
Together these services have already assisted over a thousand women and children
escaping domestic and family violence.

Question on Notice
No. 3
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENN!) -

With reference to page 9 of the Department of Housing and Public Works SDS and the
establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor - Procurement, can the Minister detail:
a) When the Chief Advisor will be appointed; and
b) Was a selection panel established to assess candidates for this position and who
constituted the panel?

ANSWER:

Recruitment for the Chief Advisor position is progressing.
a) The role of Assistant Director-General, Queensland Government Procurement,
includes the critical leadership function of Chief Advisor, Queensland Government
Procurement. This position was advertised in May 2016, including in the national press,
with applications closing on 3 June 2016.
Following a review of the applications, shortlisted applicants were interviewed on
1 July 2016. Once probity checks and finalisation of the recruitment and selection
process has occurred, any recommendation for appointment will be sent to the
Commission Chief Executive, Public Service Commission for approval (as per the
requirements of the Public Service Act 2008) .
b) A selection panel was convened to conduct the recruitment and selection process,
comprising:
•
•
•

Ms Liza Carroll, Director-General, Department of Housing and Public Works
Mr Neil Scales, Director-General, Department of Transport and Main Roads
Mr Michael Hogan, Director-General, Department of Communities, Child Safety
and Disability Services.

Question on Notice
No. 4
Asked on 5 J uly 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SOS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement, can the Minister detail:
a) Was the Integrity Commissioner consulted, or will he be consulted, about the
appointment of the Chief Advisor; and,
b) What staff have been or will be appointed to the Office and have they or will they be
drawn from existing positions or will these be newly established positions?

ANSWER:
a) The role of Assistant Director-General, Queensland Government Procurement, which
includes the function of Chief Advisor, Queensland Government Procurement, is a
Senior Executive Service (SES) role. There is no general requirement under the Public
Service Act 2008 for the Integrity Commissioner to be consulted for SES appointments.
The Commission Chief Executive, Public Service Commission has the authority to
appoint SES officers and ensures that the requirements of the Commission Chief
Executive Directive: Recruitment and Selection -15/13 are met in approving an
appointment of an SES officer.
Under the Integrity Act 2009, the Integrity Commissioner can give written advice to
Ministers, Members of Parliament, senior public servants and others about ethics or
integrity issues, including conflicts of interest. In this instance, the selection panel has
had no need to consult with or seek advice from the Integrity Commissioner as no
complex ethics or integrity issues that would warrant seeking the Integrity
Commissioner's advice have arisen.
(

b) There are three newly established positions in the Office of the Assistant DirectorGeneral, Queensland Government Procurement and 29 newly-established positions in
the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement.
As at 7 July 2016, 21 existing permanent staff and one fixed term contract employee
have been transferred at level to the newly established positions. A further six existing
temporary staff have been offered further temporary employment to 31 July 2016. All of
these staff were previously appointed to positions in the former Procurement
Transformation Division.
The remaining four vacant positions will be filled on merit in accordance with
Queensland Public Service legislation and Directives.

Question on Notice
No. 5
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SOS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement, can the Minister detail:
a) If staff have been appointed to the Office what qualifications or experience do they
have; and
b) what are the estimated costs of establishing the office in 2016-17?

ANSWER:
The Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement supports the Assistant Director-General,
Queensland Government Procurement to perform the critical whole-of-Government
leadership role of Chief Advisor, Queensland Government Procurement in the
management and delivery of an agency-led, centrally-enabled procurement model that
drives innovation and best practice while facilitating a consistent approach to procurement.
The Office develops and supports the implementation of the whole-of-Government
procurement framework of policies, tools and templates, coordinates capability building
and training initiatives and manages the performance management framework.
a) The staff that have been appointed to the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement
have a range of qualifications, skills, capabilities and experience in the areas of
procurement strategy, policy, governance, performance management, industry
engagement, capability, data analytics, systems and reporting .
b) The estimated costs of the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement in 2016-17 is
approximately $6.79 million which forms part of the overall reported Queensland
Government Procurement budget and includes annual enterprise bargaining salary
increases in 2016-2017 and over the forward estimates period.

Question on Notice
No. 6
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

W ith reference to page 15 of the SOS, can the Minister detail where the 111 land sites
proposed to be purchased for social housing are to be located?

ANSWER:
Most land purchases in 2016-17 will be in high need areas of Brisbane, Gold Coast,
Sunshine Coast and regional centres. The department determines location based on a
number of factors including housing need and the availability of properties in the market.

~-----

Question on Notice
No. 7
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SOS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement, can the Minister detail:
a) what are the estimated costs of the Office in 2016-17 and in each year of the
forward estimates; and
b) what are the estimated salary costs of the Office in 2016-17 and in each year of the
forward estimates?

ANSWER:
The Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement is a business unit in the department's
Queensland Government Procurement division. It supports the Assistant Director-General,
Queensland Government Procurement to perform the critical whole-of-Government
leadership role of Chief Advisor, Queensland Government Procurement in the
management and delivery of an agency-led, centrally-enabled procurement model that
drives innovation and best practice while facilitating a consistent approach to procurement.
a) The estimated costs of the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement in 2016-17 is
approximately $6.79 million, which forms part of the overall reported Queensland
Government Procurement budget and includes annual enterprise bargaining salary
increases in 2016-17 and over the forward estimates period.
b) The estimated employee expenses of the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement is
approximately $4.03 million, which includes annual enterprise bargaining salary
increases in 2016-17 and over the forward estimates period.

Question on Notice
No. 8
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SOS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement, can the Minister advise if the Office of the Chief Advisor is empowered to
over-rule the procurement decisions of other departments?

ANSWER:
The Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement is not empowered to over-rule the
procurement decisions of other departments.
(

As per Section 19(3) of the Financial and Performance Management Standard 2009,
agencies are required to give consideration to the Queensland Procurement Policy in
respect to expense management. Agencies must also give consideration to a range of
legislative and policy frameworks including Australian Government statute, international
trade agreements and inter-governmental funding agreements.
Agencies are, therefore, accountable for their own procurement decisions, and in all
instances, it is the responsibility of the procuring agency to comply with relevant
procurement-related instruments.

Question on Notice
No. 9
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SDS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement. can the Minister advise if all procurement decisions of all departments are
subject to oversight by the Office of the Chief Advisor?

ANSWER:

r

Queensland Government procurement activities will report to the CEO Leadership Board
(the Board). The Board will provide governance and oversight of whole-of-government
strategic procurement issues, in the same way the Board oversees all whole-ofgovernment activities. Queensland Government procurement will be formally discussed
and reported at Board meetings biannually.
Procurement decisions by departments are not subject to oversight by the Office of the
Chief Advisor - Procurement.

Question on Notice
No.10
Asked on 5 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 9 of the SOS and the establishment of an Office of Chief Advisor Procurement, can the Minister advise what guidelines exist to determine the extent and
scope of the powers of the Office?

ANSWER:

As per Recommendation 2 of the Interdepartmental Committee's report on the Review of
Queensland Government Procurement, the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement has
been established to provide enabling functions to support agencies to deliver procurement
outcomes. These enabling functions include:
•
•
•
•

sharing best practice and innovation
providing policy support and advice
maintaining stewardship of the Queensland Procurement Policy
simplifying procurement processes and developing whole-of-government
frameworks in areas, including capability, accreditation and performance.

Question on Notice
No.11
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 3 of the Housing and Public Works SOS which states that the
government's total capital expenditure program for 2016-17 is $452.5 million, can the
Minister please advise whether this is an increase on the total capital expenditure from
2015-16?

ANSWER:
The department's capital expenditure program for 2016-17 is $452.5 million. This includes
capital expenditure of $383.4 million and capital grants of $69.1 million.
For 2015-16, the department's capital expenditure program budget was $435.6 million,
including capital expenditure of $368.3 million and capital grants of $67.3 million .
This is a capital expenditure increase in 2016-17 of $16.9 million.

Question on Notice
No.12
Asked on 8 July 2016

THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 4 of the Housing and Public Works SOS regarding the Review of
Housing Policies for Fairness, can the Minister please advise the number of tenancies that
are now on tenancy management plans as a result of the new Fair Expectations of
Behaviour Policy, by region?

ANSWER:
Tenancy Management Plans are designed to assist public housing tenancies that may be
at risk by working proactively with the tenant to cease disruptive behaviour and to reduce
the risk of the tenant being unable to meet their tenancy obligations. Tenancy
Management Plans document:
• reasons and behaviours that have caused the need for a Tenancy Management Plan
• how contact will occur between the department and tenants
• department's expectation about tenant actions
• agreed actions of both the department and the tenant to work together to sustain the
tenancy
• details about support options for tenants, which will include referrals for support.
Since the introduction of the Fair Expectations of Behaviour policy on 1 February 2016 to
30 June 2016, a total of 300 tenancy management plans have been created across the
following regions:

Departmental reaion
Brisbane Region
Central Queensland/North Coast Reaion
North Queensland Region
South/West Region
Far North Queensland Region
Queensland

No. of Plans

147
66

38
42
7
300

Question on Notice
No.13
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 3 of the Housing and Public Works SOS which states that the
government's total capital expenditure program for 2016-17 is $452.5 million, can the
Minister please detail where this funding will be spent, by region?

ANSWER:
The 2016-17 capital funding of $452.5 million has been budgeted to be spent in the
following regions:

Region
Brisbane
Darlinq Downs
Far North Queensland
Fitzroy
Gold Coast
Ipswich
Logan 1
Mackay
Sunshine Coast
Outback
Townsville
Wide Bay
State-wide2
Total

$M
57.8
9.4
96.0
8.4
18.3
10.8
0.6
4.8
13.1
55.8
50.9
12.7
113.9

452.5

Notes:
1. Logan values have been extracted from the Gold Coast region for expenditure in
Logan-Beaudesert.
2. State-wide represents capital grants funding that has not specifically been allocated
to a region or is expenditure that encompasses multiple regions.
Excluding State-wide, 70.3% of the department's capital budget has been allocated to
regional locations outside South East Queensland.

Question on Notice
No.1 4
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 4 of the Housing and Public Works SOS, can the Minister please
advise how many new households have been assisted to remain in or move to the private
housing rental market and detail the services provided by the department?

ANSWER:
In 2015-16, over 96,000 new households were assisted to search for, secure or sustain private
market accommodation.
The department offers a range of private rental market assistance products that assist
households to remain in or move to the private housing rental market. In 2015-16, the number
of new households assisted through the main products are:
-

-

-

-

-

23,301 Bond Loans - no interest loans paid off in affordable increments over 18, 24 or 30months
4,283 Rental Grants- assisting low income households experiencing housing crisis with
upfront costs when commencing a tenancy
17,071 RentConnect- assisting eligible clients to search for, secure or sustain a tenancy in
the private rental market
70 Housing and Employment Program (latest data available at 31 March 2016)- assisting
people in housing need to improve their economic circumstances by providing time-limited
private rental subsidy and case management support linked to a requirement to participate
in training and employment
214 Park and Village Information Link (latest data available at 31 March 2016)- assisting
Queenslanders living in manufactured homes and retirement villages to understand their
rights and responsibilities under relevant legislation
13,754 Queensland Statewide Tenant Advice and Referral Service(since 1October2015
to 31 March 2016 - latest data available)- ensuring tenants understand their rights and
responsibilities under the Residential Tenancies and Rooming Accommodation Act 2008,
and are able to exercise those rights and fulfil their tenancy obligations
35,782 Home Assist Secure (latest data available at 31 March 2016)- supporting people
over 60 years of age and those of any age with a disability to remain in their own home by
providing free information and referral about home maintenance and repairs, and limited
subsidised assistance to maintain safety and security of their home
1,899 National Rental Affordability Scheme (latest data available at 31 March 2016)increasing the supply of affordable rental housing, an Australian Government initiative
financially supported by the Queensland Government. The Scheme delivered 10,238 new
affordable private dwellings as at 30 June 2016.

Future responses, products and/or services will be considered as part of the department's
housing strategy.
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Question on Notice
No.15
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 4 of the Housing and Public Works SOS relating to the
Department's objective of providing homelessness support. Can the Minister please advise
the impact of time-limited agreements such as the National Partnership Agreement on
Homelessness?

ANSWER:
The current National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness 2015-17 expires on
30 June 2017, with no commitment in the Federal Budget to ongoing funding from the
Australian Government.
The uncertainty regarding future funding creates a high-level of risk for the Queensland
Government and frontline homelessness services, which are required to re-negotiate
service agreements by 30 March 2017.
If the same level of Australian Government homelessness funding does not continue, a
broader re-prioritisation of homelessness funding and services will be required, with a
potential reduction of services.
Since 2009, a series of time-limited national homelessness agreements, often not
negotiated until just before the previous agreement is due to expire, has made it difficult for
government and service providers to implement longer term plans to reduce
homelessness.
Currently, Queensland is closely engaged with the Australian Government and other
States and Territories on national reform work for housing and homelessness.
On 31 March 2016, Housing and Homelessness Ministers commissioned a report on
future policy and funding options for homelessness beyond 2017, which will form the basis
of a report due to the Council of Australian Governments by the end of 2016.

Question on Notice
No.16
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 3 of the SOS which states that the Department will implement
recommendations from the Interdepartmental Committee Review of Queensland
Government Procurement. Can the Minister detail what the recommendations were and
how they will be implemented?

ANSWER:
The Interdepartmental Committee Review of Queensland Government Procurement 2015
recommends:
1. That departments remain accountable for their own procurement delivery supported
through policy and standards under a whole-of-government governance framework
with functional performance management and comparative reporting.
2.

The establishment of a new whole-of-government procurement function to provide
support to departments to deliver procurement outcomes.

3.

A two tiered governance model, consisting of the CEO Leadership Board and category
councils, be implemented to oversee procurement activities across Queensland
Government.

4. That an industry engagement strategy be developed and implemented in response to
industry's feedback regarding the need for closer working relationships with
government.
5.

A capability development strategy for procurement within Queensland Government be
developed and implemented.

6. That there be better understanding of the knowledge and information needs of
procurement, and how this should be addressed through enablers including data,
systems, reporting and knowledge management.
7.

That value for money be more clearly defined to take into account economic,
environmental and social factors, and that there be a continuing emphasis on reducing
process costs, for example, tendering process costs.

8.

That probity be recognised as a core element of the Queensland Procurement Policy,
and that departments be accountable for implementing probity processes (such as
probity plans, self-assessment tools) based on the level of procurement maturity in the
department.

9.

That departments better understand regional supplier capability and supply chains,
apply greater emphasis to developing competitive markets regionally, and collaborate
to produce regional procurement plans for longer term programs of works and supply
arrangements. It is also recommended that departments contribute information to a
forward procurement pipeline for publication, to help ensure earlier identification of
supply opportunities.

1

To implement the recommendations, a detailed operating model was designed in
consultation with agencies through an Agency Reference Group.
This operating model has six major elements (Strategy and Policy, Governance,
Organisation, Process, Enablers and Performance Management) and addresses all of the
recommendations. Recent achievements include:
•

Completion of the Queensland Government Procurement Operating Model design
phase and commencement of actions (a// recommendations).

•

Establishment of, and existing staff transitioned to, the Office of the Chief Advisor Procurement (Recommendation 2) and the two Category teams hosted by the
Department of Housing and Public Works (General Goods and Services and Building,
Construction and Maintenance) (Recommendations 1and2).

•

Commence the recruitment processes for the Chief Advisor, Queensland Government
Procurement and Executive Director, Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement
(Recommendation 2).

•

Commencement of the implementation for the Queensland Government Procurement
Committee and a call for nomination of members (Recommendation 3).

•

Commencement of the implementation for the Procurement Industry Advisory Group
and identification of appropriate peak industry bodies to participate (Recommendations
3 and 4).

•

Category Council pilot for the Information Communication and Technology
commenced (Recommendation 3).

•

The department, through the Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement, has
committed to continued support for sector wide capability development tools and
activities through the Skills to Procure program (Recommendation 5).

•

The Office of the Chief Advisor - Procurement will seek to define the mandatory
requirements for procurement data, maintaining and supporting the whole-ofgovernment procurement data systems and leading a project to develop a Queensland
Government procurement spend baseline (recommendation 6).

•

Commencement of a project to review of the Queensland Procurement Policy and to
update policy guidance materials to reflect the IDC recommendations
(recommendations 7 and 8).

•

Scoping activities for a project to prove the concept of a Regional Procurement Plan
(recommendation 9).

Progress against this plan will be reported to the Director-General, Department of Housing
and Public Works, the Minister for Housing and Public Works, the CEO Leadership Board,
and the Queensland Government Procurement Committee, once it is established.
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Question on Notice
No.17
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to new SOS measures for the Department. Can the Minister please explain
the importance of introducing these new measures?

ANSWER:
In accordance with the whole-of-government 'A Guide to the Queensland Government
Performance Management Framework', the department seeks to improve performance
information to ensure relevancy of measures in response to changes over time. Measures
are reviewed annually, in line with whole-of-government processes.
The six new measures in the Department of Housing and Public Works Service Delivery
Statements (SOS) for 2016-17 are detailed below based on SOS service areas.
Housing Services
Percentage of homelessness services clients who requested assistance relating to
domestic and family violence and received this assistance
The department is responding to the report: Not Now, Not Ever: Putting an End to
Domestic Violence in Queensland. Assistance is provided to affected clients to access
safe and secure housing, as part of a whole-of-government response. The purpose and
importance of this new measure is to monitor the effectiveness of homelessness services
for clients who requested assistance due to domestic and family violence.
Proportion of government-owned social rental housing stock matched to greatest demand
This new measure monitors how effectively the department has aligned and provided
housing stock that matches the greatest demand of people requiring social rental housing.
The department identifies greatest demand by the number of bedrooms required by
applicants through an assessment of housing register applications. Demand is monitored
to identify any changes in demand trends and used to inform supply planning. In 2015-16,
the greatest demand on the housing register was for one and two bedroom dwellings.
Procurement Services
Overall satisfaction with advice and support provided by the Office of the Chief Advisor Procurement (internal to government)
This new measure assesses the effectiveness of the new Office of the Chief Advisor Procurement in executing its role of providing advice and support to key government
stakeholders. The methodology used is based on overall satisfaction levels with the
quality, timeliness and support provided by the Office of the Chief Advisor from an annual
customer survey.
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Overall satisfaction with advice and support provided by the Office of the Chief Advisor Procurement (external to government)
This measure assesses the effectiveness of the new Office of the Chief Advisor in
executing its role of providing advice and support to key external stakeholders. The
methodology is based on overall satisfaction levels with the quality, timeliness and support
provided by the Office of the Chief Advisor from an annual customer survey.
Queensland Building and Construction Commission (QBCC)
Overall customer satisfaction
This measure provides overall customer satisfaction with QBCC and enables service
delivery improvements to be identified. This measure replaces the previous customer
satisfaction service standard (also named Overall customer satisfaction) due to significant
changes introduced to the sampling methodology, making direct comparison with previous
year results unreliable. The change in methodology involved broadening the sample size
and respondent groups from home owners only in 2015-16, to home owners and licensees
for 2016-17. The source offeedback and number of services surveyed also changed. The
changed methodology was able to be implemented due to new systems being introduced
which could collect customer satisfaction scores from homeowners and licensees after
services had been delivered.
Building and Asset Services
Percentage of maintenance spend on facility management with local/regional suppliers
This new measure reports the benefits of the Unplanned Maintenance and Minor
Works/Upgrade Standing Offer Arrangement implemented in 2015-16. The arrangement
includes a clause with respect to supporting regional capability and resilience building
through engaging and maximising opportunities for competent local/regional suppliers.
This measure is an important indicator of the department's support toward growth in
regional jobs and their economies.
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Question on Notice
No.18
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 32 of the SOS, can the Minister update the committee on the
establishment of the SeNice Trades Council and what are the priorities for the STC in
2016-17?

ANSWER:
An amendment to the Plumbing and Drainage Act on 24 March 2016 made provision for
the establishment of the SeNice Trades Council, commencing 1 July 2016. It is anticipated
that the first meeting of the SeNice Trades Council will be in August 2016.
The establishment of the SeNice Trades Council delivers on the Government's
commitment to strengthen the plumbing industry and to continue to strive for high quality
plumbing standards.

{

The membership of the SeNice Trades Council ensures that public health, environment,
training and consumer issues affecting the industry are considered. The membership of
the SeNice Trades Council includes:
Local Government Association of Queensland
Master Plumber's Association of Queensland
Plumbers Union Queensland (previously known as Communications, Electrical and
Plumbing Union, Plumbing Division, Queensland Branch)
- Air-Conditioning and Mechanical Contractors Association
National Fire Industry Association
Queensland Building and Construction Commission (QBCC)
- Queensland Health
Institute of Plumbing Inspectors Queensland Incorporated
Department of Education
Department of Housing and Public Works
a consumer representative.
The primary functions of the SeNice Trades Council include:
- conferring on national policy development and implementation for the trade
reporting to the minister on any issues relating to plumbing and drainage
- assisting the Commissioner at Queensland Building and Construction Commission
to perform licensing functions by forming a committee to provide expert advice on
complex licensing matters
providing an internal review process for disciplinary decision of Queensland
Building and Construction Commission.
The priorities for the SeNice Trades Council in 2016-17 will be determined by the
appointed Council members when the Council meets in August. The QBCC is working with
the Chair of the SeNice Trades Council to assist with arrangements.

Question on Notice
No.19
Asked on 8 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) -

With reference to page 43 of the SDS, can the Minister update the committee on the
engagement process with the sector around the review of the Residential Tenancies and
Rooming Accommodation Act 2008?

ANSWER:
The review of the Residential Tenancies and Rooming Accommodation Act 2008 is a core
component of developing the Queensland Housing Strategy.
As part of the consultation activities for the Queensland Housing Strategy, the Residential
Tenancies Authority participated in 16 public engagement sessions in Brisbane and
regional areas between May and June 2016, including staffing a consultation table
specifically focussed on renting issues for regional areas.
The Residential Tenancies Authority also participated in 'deep dive' sessions for specific
sectors, including:
•
•
•

young professionals (those under 30 years of age) on 15 June 2016
student accommodation support workers and tertiary institutions on 7 July 2016
student accommodation providers on 7 July 2016.

A 'Renting in Queensland' survey on the 'Get Involved' website canvassed specific topics
such as minimum building standards, supporting longer term leases and notice periods.
More than 220 responses were received.
Opportunities for engagement were publicised through the Residential Tenancies
Authority's website, direct contact via email with invitations to attend local regional
sessions, media releases, the 'Get Involved' website, webinars, and ongoing contact with
major stakeholders.
The Residential Tenancies Authority attended a variety of stakeholder events, such as real
estate agent workshops and training sessions. Liaison with stakeholder bodies is ongoing,
including the formation of a Stakeholder Consultative Group with representatives of key
sector organisations due to meet in July and August to consider proposed amendments.
The Residential Tenancies Authority is now analysing the information collected during the
engagement process.

Question on Notice
No. 20
Asked on 8 July 2016

THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITIEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENN!) -

With reference to page 52 of the SDS, can the Minister detail how Building and Asset
Services has worked with Government agencies, local councils and statutory bodies to
deliver services across Queensland and support local industry?

ANSWER:
The Department of Housing and Public Works, through Building and Asset Services,
ensures that local businesses are given full, fair, open and transparent opportunities to
tender for government work.
This has been evidenced through strategic sourcing activities which have occurred across
the State for building maintenance services:
•
•
•

new Standing Offer Arrangement for Housing Vacant Maintenance
new Service Maintenance contracts
new Unplanned Maintenance and Minor Upgrade Services Standing Offer
Arrangement.

These sourcing activities have maximised opportunities to engage with contractors on a
metropolitan, regional and remote basis through incorporating non-price criteria which
considers local suppliers. In most cases, contractors who were awarded these
arrangements had a presence within the region and zone they were awarded.
The new arrangement has a panel of suppliers and the work is spread across multiple
contractors, providing more work to more local contractors. Previous arrangements were
based on a preferred contractor method, where one contractor was provided the majority
of the work within their awarded zone.

Building and Asset Services encourages customer agencies to consider new approaches
to the way in which construction jobs are tendered to increase opportunities for localbased contractors. For example, using Building and Asset Services as construction
managers on larger construction projects provides work opportunities and upskilling of
contractors in rural and remote areas to produce the contract documentation. Building and
Asset Services then sources local builders and sub-contractors, where possible, to
undertake the work.
Building and Asset Services has been working closely with the Department of Education
and Training and Roma State College to develop an innovative procurement approach.
This enables the school to manage its maintenance activities across three campuses by
engaging with local contractors who are able to identify emerging maintenance issues and
complete preventative tasks to minimise the cost impact for the school.
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Building and Asset Services is continuing to work in partnership with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities to build a skilled local workforce and transition the work
performed by Building and Asset Services to their councils. This is currently occurring with
the Northern Peninsula Area Regional Council and Palm Island Shire Council.
In 2015-16, Building and Asset Services delivered a number of industry information
sessions on upcoming tender opportunities for a large standing offer arrangement and
service maintenance contracts to approximately 4, 156 attendees. Seventy-nine percent of
attendees were at sessions held outside South East Queensland. Supplier inductions and
systems training were also run as part of these information sessions.
Building and Asset Services worked with the Department of State Development in the
delivery of Tendering for Government Business Workshops to approximately 225
attendees over the past 12 months. This is the state's premier program for educating
industry on the Queensland Government procurement process. These workshops help
suppliers maximise their chances of winning government work.
The Building and Asset Services vendor registration system has also been enhanced to
enable the identification of small, medium and large businesses, as well as businesses of
diverse backgrounds including social ventures, and Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
businesses.
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Question on Notice
No. 1
Asked on 20 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) —

Hansard page 88-89
Mr BENNETT: Could the Director-General advise the Committee if any officials from the
Department of Housing and Public Works have met with officials from either the Deputy
Premier’s office, the Department of Natural Resources or the Department of Environment
to discuss the impact of Labor’s proposed vegetation management laws?
ANSWER:
On 9 May 2016, an officer of the Department of Housing and Public Works met with
officers from the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection and the Department
of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning to discuss the impact of the Vegetation
Management (Reinstatement) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill.

Question on Notice
No. 2
Asked on 20 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) —

Hansard page 95-96
Mr BENNETT: Is the Minister or Director-General aware of any instances where the
department had been invoiced for the supply of materials yet investigations had found that
the materials had not been supplied?

ANSWER:
The department has received allegations specifically concerning the invoicing of materials
not supplied, and in these instances appropriate action has been taken. For example,
termination of arrangements, the removal of registration and the consideration of recovery
processes.

Question on Notice
No. 3
Asked on 20 July 2016
THE INFRASTRUCTURE, PLANNING AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ASKED THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING AND PUBLIC WORKS (HON M DE BRENNI) —

Hansard page 97
Mr BENNETT: Can the minister advise the committee how many vehicles were in QFleet
at the beginning of the 2015-16 financial year and how many there are now? What is the
projected size of the fleet at the end of the 2016-17 financial year?
Answer:
The size of the Queensland Government fleet managed by QFleet is as follows:



8,550 vehicles at 1 July 2015
8,507 vehicles at 1 July 2016.

By 30 June 2017, the number of vehicles managed by QFleet is estimated to be 8,387.
The Queensland Government fleet size excludes Ministerial, judicial, heavy commercial,
special build and untied client motor vehicles.

